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31 October 1991

The Hon Ross Free MP
Minister for Science and Technology
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600

My dear Minister

In accordance with Section 63M of the Audit Act 1901,1 present the Annual Report
of the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation for the period July 1,
1990 to June 30,1991.

Group financial accounts, including Ansto's wholly owned subsidiaries Enviromet
Ltd and Pluteus(230) Ry Ltd, for the year ending June 30,1991 together with a
report by the Auditor-General as required by legislation are included in the Annual
Report.

Yours faithfully

•Qf-^-^t—•—^

RE COLLINS
Chairman '
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Ansto was formed in April 1987 from the former
Australian Atomic Energy Commission. Some
months previously, as part of the preparation for
this change, the then Minister for Resources and
Energy, Senator Gareth Evans, commissioned a
review of the objectives, programs, organisation
and staffing of the AAEC. The purpose of this
review was to place before the new Board of Ansto
a working document to assist in the development
of the new organisation. As things transpired,three
members of the Review Committee, Russell
Fynmore, Henri Meyer and I were subsequently
appointed to the Ansto Board. Nearly five years
later, it is interesting to recall the basic strategy
proposed for Ansto by the Review Committee in
theirreport:- "...outward looking strongly interactive
with other bodies and directed towards the practical
utilisation of nuclear science and technology for
the benefit of Australia".

The achievements of Ansto since its formation
speak for themselves. The Organisation has
developed very much in line with the vision of the
Review Committee. Ansto is a highly motivated,
outwardly directed body, demonstrably undertaking
work of importance and relevance to Australia. I
pay tribute to the staff of Ansto for their

this matter had been debated in the deliberations
leading to the drafting of the legislation which
established Ansto; however, the arguments do
not appear to have been widely publicised. The
Review Committee actually addressed this issue
briefly and said:

"...it is very difficult to present scientific and
technology arguments for keeping Ansto and
CSIRO separate. There seems to be no valid
scientific reason why nuclear science and
technology should be regarded as different from
non-nuclear science and technology. There are,
however, non-scientific reasons for separating
Ansto from CSIRO. For better or worse, nuclear
energy occupies a special position in the minds of
humanity. Attitudes within the community towards
nuclear energy, including nuclear science and
technology, have developed which are strongly
polarised and firmly argued, in many cases without
a very sound logical base. Ansto, with its
responsibility for nuclear science and technology
can be seen in the social and political context to
have a unique set of problems and challenges
which are not scientific or technological, but
political, social and philosophical."

During the past year, the rationale for a separate

Chairman's Introduction
WHY Ansto ?

achievements and congratulate them on their
success. I also note the essential contribution to
Ansto's successes from the government policies
of revenue retention and budget continuity. These
initiatives have enabled external interactions and
effective financial management to be achieved to
an extent not previously possible.

One of the issues which *he Review Committee
was not asked to consider was the rationale for the
existence of Ansto as a separate government
science and technology organisation. Presumably

Ansto has again been raised. In addition, there
has been some discussion, mostly of an uninformed
nature, on the future of our main reactor- HIFAR-
and of the need for a replacement. Ultimately,
these are matters which can only be decided at a
political level. However, the following are my views,
and those of my Board.

1 ) There is no scientific or technical reason why
Ansto should be a separate organisation from
CSIRO. The arguments for a separate nuclear
science and technology organisation do not relate

cont. on page 8



:

"...outward looking, strongly
interactive with other bodies and
directed towards the practical
utilisation of nuclear science and
technology for the benefit of
Australia".

Prof. R E Collins



"...success has not been achieved
through the application of any magic
formula. Commitment, innovation
and hard work have been the main
ingredients. Government research
establishments like Ansto have been
required to change, to refocus and to
interact in encouraging Australian
industry to become competitive in
the global market place."

Or David Cook
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to the science but to the unique place that nuclear
matters occupy in the minds of people. Its potential
for misuse for non-peaceful purposes is seen as
placing nuclear science and technology apart,
having particular importance and deserving special
attention, even though similar parallels can be
drawn with other branches of science.

2) The international role played by the Australian
Government in nuclear matters, particularly nuclear
non-proliferation, demands a high level of scientific
and technological support which can be readily
identified. Australia's voice in the nuclear debate
has a much greater importance than might be
inferred from our participation in the nuclear fuel
cycle. The strength and credibility of Australia's
position rests directly on the infrastructural,
scientific and technological capability which exists
in Ansto.

3) The principal focus of Ansto's existence is its
nuclear facilities and, in particular, its reactors.
Ansto would not be a nuclear science and
technology organisation, either in name or in
capability without a reactor capable of producing
an intense flux of neutrons. Our principal reactor,
HIFAR, will reach the end of its economic life early
in the next century. It is essential that this reactor

be replaced. Planning for this replacement has
commenced. A decision on the new reactor must
be made within the next few years. This reactor
must be located at Lucas Heights. In this context
it is worth emphasising the long-standing policy of
Ansto, and of its predecessor, the AAEC, to regard
its major research equipment as national facilities
and to ensure ready access to these facilities by
scientists and technologists throughout Australia.
This policy results in effective and efficient use of
expensive research tools, and it will continue.

4) Ansto is a successful organisation. We have
achieved all that was asked of us in 1987 and
more. A key factor in this success is our size. Ansto
is small enough to enable the establishment of a
corporate culture and an organisational philosophy
which has allowed change to occur rapidly,
effectively and quietly (although not painlessly). In
considering possible amalgamations of Australia's
science and technology organisations, the
government would do well to keep in mind Ansto's
achievements and the manner in which they have
occurred.

R E Collins
Chairman



Ansto has shown in 1990/91 that it can market its
science and technology both nationally and abroad.
External revenues from the private sector
represented 77% of the total revenue while export
earnings (essentially through neutron doped
silicon) were 6.3%. Ansto competes for grants
from government agencies such as the Energy
Research and Development Corporation, the
Industry Research and Development Board and
othersandin 1990/91 these amounted to 13.3%of
the total. In difficult national economic
circumstances and highly competitive international
markets, Ansto has achieved a revenue level of
30.3% of its total appropriation, well ahead of the
timetable set by Government for revenue earning
by Ansto.

Ouccoss has not been achieved through the
application of any magic formula. Commitment,
innovation and hard work have been the main
ingredients. Government research establishments
like Ansto have been required to change, to refocus
and to interact in encouraging Australian industry
to become competitive in the global market place.
Organisational culture change that is required to
meet these new objectives is not achieved without
vigorous debate and challenge. At Ansto we have

the Hon. Ross Free, has endorsed the Plan and
notes that it has "goals which are precisely defined
and that Ansto's management and planning
processes seem to be appropriate to achieve the
aims of the Plan".

At a time when research priorities are being
reviewed, Ansto can point to its process of priority
setting and evaluation. Consistent with widely
used methodology Ansto can identify that its
program of research scores well in terms of
'attractiveness' and 'feasibility'. The Program
Advisory Committees have completed their first
three years of operation and have been a
successful and integral component of our research
activities. I am very grateful for the time and effort
provided by the members of the nine Committees
who are drawn from industry, academia and various
State and Commonwealth departments and
organisations.

The course of 1990/91 showed that nuclear science
continues to be controversial in the minds of the
media and public. Despite increased emphasis on
public relations, it is clear that we still have much
to do. Ansto's mandate as a science and technology
organisation is clear. That it is being achieved in a
manner which is open, safe to the public and

SUCCESSFUL SCIENCE
been successful because management and staff
have largely overcome the impediments of the old
culture. The negotiations with site unions and the
granting by the Industrial Relations Commission
of the Ansto award in December 1990 is an
excellent example of a new era of industrial relations
replacing one of fragmentation and divisiveness.

i

The recently published Strategic Plan Update
defines Ansto's vision for its future and the role of
nuclear science and technology in Australia's
future. The Minister for Science and Technology,

consistent with national objectives is also
unequivocal. Yet there are many who do not wish
facts to dissuade them from a story or an ideological
position.

We have had a successful year in the short life of
Ansto. I am confident that we can build on our
success in contributing to the technological
development that will occur in this country.

David J Cook,
Executive Director



The Ansto Board Members,
L to R - Mr Russell Fynmore, Dr David Cook (seated),
Mr Henri Meyer, Dr John Morris, Prof. Richard Collins
(seated) and Mr David Money.
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Professor R E Collins, Professor of Applied Physics, University of Sydney (Chairman), re-appointed
on 27 April 1990 for four years.

Mr Russell Fynmore, Executive General Manager, Corporate Development.The Broken Hill Proprietary
Co. Ltd. (Deputy Chairman), re-appointed on 27 April 1990 for two years.

Mr Henri Meyer, previously Federal President of the Association of Drafting, Supervisory and Technical
Employees - nominated by the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU),
re-appointed on 27 April 1990 and member until 15 November 1991.

Dr John Morris, Director, Nuclear Medicine, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, re-appointed on
27 April 1990 for four years.

Mr David Money, Chief Executive Officer, Cochlear Pty Limited, Nucleus Group, appointed on
27 April 1990 for four years.

Dr David Cook, Executive Director, Member of the Board by virtue of section 9 (1) c* the Ansto Act.

Mr Alan Godfrey, Deputy Secretary, Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce appointed

on 27 April 1990 for two years - (Resigned 31 August 1990)

Executive:
Dr David Cook, Executive Director
Mr Des Davy, General Manager, Scientific
Mr Douglas Wilson, General Manager, Corporate and A/General Manager, Commercial

(from 11 February 1991)
Mr Joakim Holzner, General Manager, Commercial (to 10 February 1991)

Membership of the Board
The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Ansto Staff
Organisation (Ansto) is a body corporate established As of 30 June, 1991 Ansto's staff numbered 878
by the Ansto Act 1987. full-time equivalents. A breakdown of staff
The responsible Minister is the Hon. Ross Free MP, appears in the Corporate section of this report.
Minister for Science and Technology. Mr Free took More than two-thirds of Ansto's staff live in the
over the Science portfolio in June 1991 from the Sutherland Shire, which makes Ansto one of the
Hon. Simon Crean MP. largest employers in the Shire.

11



Strategies

Earn external revenue of 30 percent of
appropriation by 1993.

Develop specific stand-alone enterprises to operate
in the commercial arena.

SellAnsto technology products and services on a
commercial basis with an emphasis on services
in the short term.

Develop Anstc's Business and Technology Park
to assist in technology transfer.

Target national and global commercial
opportunities with a focus on the Asia Pacific
region.

Develop an informed Australian community in
nuclear science and associated technologies.

Ansto, one of Australia's principal, government
funded, research organisations, is directed towards
the practical utilisation of nuclear science and
technology for the benefit of Australia.

Marketing
A multi-disciplinary staff of physicists, biologists,
chemists, geochemists, applied mathematicians
and engineers undertake a broad range of
consultancy, contract investigation, baseline study
and audit services relating to industry R&D
requirements. These include materials research,
developing value-added products and strategic
R&D to solve problems for industry, mineral
exploration and ore extraction, medicine, the
environment and process technologies in support
of industry, government utilities, agriculture and
mining.

Ansto's uniqueness is its highly multi-disciplinary
character located on a single site and its uncommon
ability to apply radioisotopes, charged particles,
ion beams and various chemical analysis facilities
and tracer techniques to scientific research and
development.

Ansto's major science facilities include HI FAR
(High Flux Australian Reactor), Moata (a smaller
research reactor), the National Medical Cyclotron,
the Tandem and Van de Graaff Accelerators, two
transmission electron microscopes, two scanning
electron microscopes, top class optical
microscopes and a Fujitsu VP2200 supercomputer.

In addition to large scientific apparatus, Ansto has
a series of advanced laboratories which include
an Advanced Ceramics Laboratory, a High
Temperature Materials Laboratory (HTML),
Environmental Science Laboratories,
Occupational Health & Safety Laboratories and a
Radioisotope Production Complex.

Augmenting this is a range of industrial and
experimental equipment with which Ansto can
apply its analysis and assessment capabilities to
complex industrial problems underpinning plant
design, operation, chemical processes,
environmental impact, quality technology, safety
and reliability, engineering and major plant and
monitoring the remnant life of equipment.

12
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With the commissioning of the High Temperature Materials Laboratory (HTML), Ansto is developing
strategic linkages with industry to pioneer innovative advanced
ceramic processing. A key element in the HTML is the new
Sinter-HIP that has a range of applications in the
fabrication of ceramics and powder metallurgy
as well as the repair of castings and structural
aircraft components.

The Advanced Ceramics Laboratory has
recently upgraded its facilities to support
the development of sol-gel technologies.
Sol-gel technologies are employed in the
production of special ceramic powders
with controlled composition and purity.
Sol-gel processes are ideal for production
of thin films and special purpose ceramic
coatings.

Unscheduled failures of larger items of
plant can have disastrous safety,
environmental and economic
consequences. Ansto's remnant
life assessment methodology is
an advanced tool for scheduling
of plant replacement and
planned maintenance.

Advanced Materials Ansto's Advanced Materials Program maintains
a core of expertise and facilities for materials
research and development in nuclear science and
technology. The Program collaborates widely with
industry. Value added advanced ceramic products
are being developed under contract or through
cooperative research projects for applications in
steels through surface modification. A
comphrehensive range of services is provided for
remnant life assessment of engineering
components and industrial plant in the electricity
and petrochemical sectors. The Program has well
equipped processing facilities capable of taking a
product from the laboratory through to the pilot
plant.

14



The Australian National Tandem for
Applied Research (ANTARES) is now
operational. The facility will provide a
unique sensitivity for the detection of
radioisotopes such asCarbon-14,
Beryl-'um-W, Aluminium-26,
Calcium-41 and for the ultra sensitive
detection of stable isotopes. This
capability (Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry) will be applied in areas
such as the study of global change,
quaternary science, environmental
problems and medicine.Energetic ion
beams from the facility will also be
used for trace element studies and
many aspects of surface
engineering.

Australia's world-class High
Resolution Powder Diffractometer
has been augmented by a second
Medium Resolution instrument to
cater for the strong demand of the
Australian research community.

Applications of Nuclear Physics
Ansto's Applications of Nuclear Physics Program
provides a core of expertise in applied nuclear
physics (including neutron physics)-; neutron
scattering and its applications to materials science,
molecular biology and polymer science;
semiconductors and their application in nuclear
radiation detector instrumentation; lasers; radiation
metrology and advanced nuclear electronics. An
important role of the Program is the development,
operation and promotion of national nuclear
science facilities such as charged particle
accelerators and neutron beams to encourage

strategic research in nuclear science and
technology in tertiary institutions and industrial
R&D laboratories.

This latter certainly has been extended recently to
include the management and the development of
the Australian National Beamline Facility at
Tsukuba in Japan and interaction in High Energy
Physics with CERN in close association with
Australian universities and other government
laboratories.

15



The major investment in the National Medical Cyclotron adds a new dimension to the capacity of
Australian researchers to contribute to the search for new diagnostic and therapeutic
radiopharmaceuticals.

NATIONAL MEDICAL CYCLOTRON

The National Medical Cyclotron to be opened in
February 1992 opens the door for Ansto to provide
a wide range of short-lived radiopharmaceuticals
that are otherwise not available to physicians for
the delivery of health care with contemporary
molecular medicine.

Biomedicine and Health
Local cyclotron radiopharmaceutical manafacture
will lead to better patient management. The
cyclotron will support clinical Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) at Australian hospitals. These
activities are complementary to the diagnostic and
therapeutic radionuclides which are produced at
HIFAR.

Research and development efforts are anticipated
to lead to new classes of radiopharmaceuticals
required for investigations into such debilitating
disorders as Alzheimer's Disease, Parkinson's

Disease, dementia and schizophrenia,
cardiovascular and cardiopulmonary diseases, in-
born errors of metabolism, and bioconjugated
monoclonal antibodies for diagnosis and/or the
treatment of cancer.

The Program has a national perspective to research
and development cooperation with universities,
teaching hospitals and industry.

16



The Environmental Science Program with its multidisciplinary staff and its extensive, state-of-the-art
laboratory and field instrumentation, is widely recognised as a major centre of environmental expertise.
Program staff provide a broad range of consultancy, contract investigation, baseline studies and audit
services in the environmental field. Their multidisciplinary expertise is being applied to the development
and implementation of cost effective, practical solutions to environmental problems in air, water and
ground. Clients include industry, government regulatory agencies and other organisations in Australia,
Europe, North America and South East Asia. An active research base of long-term investigations on a
broad spectrum of generic environmental issues provides the scientific support for the applied work.

A stockpile of mineral sands from the
Tiwest plant in Western Australia. The
Program's R&D for the mineral sands
industry is expanding with emphasis on
rare earths and removal of trace levels
of radioactivity from zircon and ilmenite.

Areas of research and expertise undertaken by
Environmental Science Program include:

• treatment of wastewaters, leachates and
industrial effluents;

• field measurement and modelling techniques
relevant to the leaching of heavy metals from
mine wastes;

• transport of airborne and waterborne
pollutants;

• geochemistry of pollutant interactions with
ground waters and aquifers;

• ecotoxicology testing
• soil erosion, siltation.and salinity studies using

radioisotopes
• recovery of rare earth from ores and

management of associated wastes;

Environmental Science
bioremediation and physico-chemical
rehabilitation of contaminated sites;
design of mine waste and tailings repositories;
behaviour, treatment and disposal of
radioactive wastes.

Ansto has aquired the company Enviromet Ltd to
undertake routine analytical services to compement
the above services of its Environmental Science
Program.

17



The Industrial Technology Program contributes to Australia's industrial innovation through the transfer
of nuclear related technology. Mechanisms involve the acceptance ofR&D contracts, the provision of
advanced technical services on a commercial basis, and the undertaking of strategic, industrially
oriented research. Fields of interest include the application of radioisotopes and radiation; a full range
neutron activation analysis supported by radiochemical pre-concentration if required; the provision of
Quality Assurance, Quality Control, and Non-Destructive Evaluation advice and service; and safety and
reliability engineering.

Much ofAnsto's technology is extended to the wider user community through Ansto's joint venture
partners Tracerco Australasia and the Australian Centre for Risk and Reliability Engineering.

TRACERCO AUSTRALASIA

Iracerco Australasia is a partnership between
Ansto and ICI Australia Operations Pty. Ltd. and is
concerned with applying radioisotope technology
and applied physics to solve problems in industrial
process plant. Tracerco uses the unique properties
of radioactive materials to provide a "window"
through which the inner workings of industrial
plant can be observed. This facilitates fault
diagnosis inside production equipment such as
distillation columns and reaction vessels, forms
the basis for inspection methods for deposit build
up in pipelines, corrosion of plant components and
material density profiles inside process equipment,
and permits the on-line measurement of flowrates,

Industrial Technology
the study of residence times and the detection of
internal (or underground) leaks. The Company
ait>o supplies nucleonic instruments for
measurement and control in industrial plant.

Tracerco Australasia is also directly associated
with the ICI Tracerco group of companies which
offers radioisotope services internationally.

AUSTRALIAN CENTRE OF
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

RISK AND

The Australian Centre of Risk and Reliability
Engineering (ACARRE), is a company limited by
guarantee in which the partners are Ansto and the
University of Sydney.

The Centre provides risk and reliability engineering
and training services to government and to industry
on a commercial basis. It also sponsors the Ansto
Chair of Risk and Reliability Engineering at the
University of Sydney.

ACARRE, which draws on the resources of both
Ansto and the University when providing its
services, is already a successful venture and
continues to show promise of further supporting
Australian industry.

18



Ansto operates Australia's only two nuclear reactors situated at its Lucas Heights Research Laboratories,
south of Sydney. The reactors, HIFAR and Moata, are the catalyst for much of the research and
technology development arising from this national facility.

HIFAR

The research reactor HIFAR, a 10 MW heavy
water moderated and cooled system, is a national
facility. It is Australia's only intense source of
neutrons.

There are four main areas of utilisation:

Neutron scattering research, using neutron beams
from HIFAR, provides the investigative tool for
determining the structure of mineral phases, new
drugs, new materials including specialised
ceramics and catalysts.

Production of radioisotopes with a wide range of
applications within industry and nuclear medicine
departments.

Transmutation doping of silicon for the semi-
conductor industry. Current client companies
include Japan and Germany.

Much of the access to HIFAR by Australian
researchers is provided through the Australian
Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering
(AINSE). AINSE is a consortium of universities
and institutes of technology in membership with
Ansto and the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO). It was
established by the Commonwealth Government
in 1958 to provide access for the universities to the
unique facilities at the Lucas Heights Research
Laboratories and to provide some infrastructure to
support the university researchers who wish to
pursue programs using these facilities.

MOATA

The research reactor Moata, is a 100 kW light
water moderated and cooled system which has
two main commercial areas of utilisation:

Research Reactor Operation
Neutron activation analysis (NAA), a sensitive
technique for multi-element analysis of small
samples. NAA has wide application as a service to
mineral exploration companies, to regulatory
authorities concerned with the source and
dispositional aspects of air pollution, in forensic
science, and biological monitoring in occupational
health and safety.

Uranium assay in which powdered samples are
irradiated briefly to determine uranium content in
parts per million.

Neutron radiography, which complements
information obtained from X-radiography, giving a
more complete picture of otherwise invisible
defects.

In early 1991, Moata celebrated 30 years of safe
operation.

19



Ansto's research facilities represent an invaluable national asset in facilitating industrial R & D
programs. For instance, facilities in the new A.J. Woods Centre in Ansto's Business and Technology
Park have been specifically designed with state-of-the-art computer and communication systems to
facilitate developing links with industry and to encourage interaction between companies and Ansto's
scientists and researchers. The establishment of Australian Supercomputing Technology represents a
positive new initiative in this direction.

AUSTRALIAN SUPERCOMPUTING
TECHNOLOGY

Ansto, in partnership with Fujitsu Australia Limited
has established Australian Supercomputing
Technology, a Supercomputing bureau equipped
with an advanced VP2200 supercomputer
accessible with ISDN connections and the
AARNET Network. The aim of this bureau is to
accelerate research and development activities
and help close the gap between advanced research
and its adoption by industry.

The massive computational capacity of the
supercomputer will allow scientists and researchers
to tackle much larger problems free of the capacity
constraints imposed by PCs or workstations and
will provide a technical research capacity that has
not been previously available in NSW.

Australian Supercomputing Technology offers the
following services:

Computing
contract research and development for
Supercomputing
numeric intensive computing
Unix expertise - consulting and training
Supercomputing - consulting and training
visualisation
algorithm design and optimisation
finite element analysis, computational fluid
dynamics, and mechanical dynamics
environmental earth resources, mapping,
mining and petroleum
visualisation/animation/graphics

20



Ansto Engineering has expertise in concept development, project management for research and
development applications, such as laboratory fitouts, specialised equipment installations and pilot
plants. Ansto Engineering also has extensive experience in the design and manufacture of gamma and
neutron radiation shields, nuclear medical facilities and equipment, stainless steel and aluminium
pressure and vacuum vessels as well as transport packages for radioactive material.
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Ansto Engineering has unique skills in the area
of nuclear engineering and provides support for
industry contributing specialised design for the
manufacture of radiation shields, nuclear medical
facilities and equipment related to the safe handling
of radioactive materials. This includes the design
and installation of safety systems which ensure a
high integrity for clean rooms and other facilities as
well as radiation protection for staff and the public
and environmental protection.

Ansto Engineering

Ansto Engineering also specialises in prototype
design and development and is equipped with the
latest in Computer Aided Design (CAD) and
Computer Numeric Control (CNC) equipment.

These full prototyping facilities can be made
available for manufacturing, assembly and testing
and are backed by the full professional services of
qualified design engineers, adrawing office staffed
by skilled draftsmen and a workshop employing
accomplished metalworkers and craftsmen.
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New standards for exposure to toxic chemicals, environmental hazards, and radiation have been
introduced into the workplace in recent years. Ansto's Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) Program
is experienced in the safe handling of radioactive and toxic materials as well as
workplace ventilation safety.These skills, together with the traditional focus of OH&S directed at the
reduction of accidents and injuries in the work place, are the core of the consulting service offered
by Ansto's OH&S Program. Ansto Training offers a wide variety of specialised science-based courses.

Occupational Health and Safety
Ansto's Occupational Health and Safety
assessments, laboratory inspections, safety
audits, calibration of radiation survey meters,
noise surveys and air monitoring. Surveys and
monitoring of client's work practices are conducted
to ensure compliance with the best occupational
health practice.

An important factor in the reduction of accidents is
the establishment of Workplace Safety Committees
which have as a major objective the reduction of

ft.

lost-time accidents. OH&S studies in Australia
and overseas demonstrate the benefit of the
introduction of peer group monitored safety
practices in working arrangements. Ansto's OH&S
Program, in conjunction with Ansto Training,
provides the appropriate introduction, training
and appreciation for such safety systems to ensure
effective operation in today's working
environment.

Ansto Training
Ansto Training provides science-based courses
in specific areas of industrial and medical uses of
radioisotopes, health and safety, radiation
protection, occupational hygiene, and safety in the
laboratory. Courses are tailored to the client's
specific requirements and can be held if necessary
at the client's premises thus reducing overall costs.

Ansto's staff provide specialist courses in a range
of technical areas utilising the extensive
infrastructure support based at Lucas Heights.
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Objectives

Australian Radioisotopes (API) manufactures and function and treating serious medical complications
markets high quality radioactive products and of the thyroid, assessing lung viability and the
support services for application in medicine, presence and extent of pulmonary embolism and
research and industry. many others.

Key Activities

Record sales during the year exceeded $6.4
million, an increase of 17.8 percent over the
previous year. Again it was growth in products
manufactured in the ARI production facilities at
Lucas Heights which was responsible for this
achievement.

ARl's export market development program led to
the establishment of sales agencies in Singapore,
Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea
and the Philippines. Exports during the year
increased substantially, and reflected ARI's
stronger position in the S.E. Asian and New Zealand
markets.

This concentrated effort in expanding sales and
market share in the Pacific Basin Rim will continue
in the years to come and is expected to establish
ARI as one of the major suppliers of radioisotopes
in this area. These achievements reflect the
determination of ARI staff to aggressively market

The radioisotopes used in nuclear medicine have
short half lives and timeliness of delivery is vital.
ARI supplies virtually every nuclear medicine centre
in Australia on a daily basis and has established
an efficient distribution system with deliveries to
Sydney's international airport and road transport
centres being made several times each day. ARI
products are safely transported in exhaustively
tested and independently approved transport
packagings which meet the rigorous standards of
international regulations. It has an exemplary
record for delivering its products safely, without
damage and on time and is appreciative of the
excellent cooperation received from the airlines
and road transport companies in achieving and
maintaining this record.

During the year a new freeze-dried reagent MDP
for skeletal imaging was launched and met with
immediate success in the market place. It will be
another important product in ARI's program to
replace imports and to further strengthen export
sales.

Australian Radioisotopes
and continually upgrade the quality and range of
its products and services.

Nuclear medicine plays an increasingly important
role in health care and over 250,000 Australians
benefited from diagnostic or therapeutic
procedures which used products manufactured at
Lucas Heights by ARI during the year. These
procedures included detecting and measuring the
extent of bone abnormalities, studying the
functioning of the heart and assessing its regional
viability following heart attack, assessing thyroid
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Several new products are presently under
development such as dysprosium-165 for
rheumatoid arthritis, PYP for red blood cell labelling,
white blood cell markets, etc. The development
work for the renal imaging agent DMSA was
completed and submitted to the Department of
Community Services and Health for evaluation
and marketing approval is expected soon.

Products for radiation shielding are becoming
increasingly important for people working with
radioisotopes, e.g. in hospital nuclear medicine
departments. During the year ARI successfully
continued its penetration of this market segment.
This was achieved through a very close
collaboration with our customers in designing,
developing and marketing special purpose
designed shielding products. It 5s expected that
this will be a rapidly growing business segment for
ARI.

The radioisotopes sold by ARI are also being used
extensively in industry, for such diverse
applications as radiographing structures, such as
gas pipe lines and tracing for determining the
effectiveness of the new ocean sewer outfalls in
Sydney. The sales in this area increased
moderately but is seen as a potentially very
interesting area of expansion for ARI.

During the year the close collaboration with the
National Medical Cyclotron resulted in firm plans
being established for the early development of
domestically produced gallium-67 and thallium-
201 products (cancer and heart imaging agents).

These products are presently being imported from
overseas and are being sold in Australia at a total
value of over $1 million.

It is anticipated that the domestically produced
products are going to take over most, if riot all of
this market, through aggressive marketing and
competitive pricing. ARI also believe that Australian
produced gallium-67 and thallium-201 will have a

substantial influence on the Pacific Basin export
market.

During last year a new $2 million manufacturing
laboratory extension was completed. This will give
ARI a state-of-the-art facility that will increase its
efficiency, flexibility and competitiveness in the
market place.

Space dedicated to quality control activities and
microbiological testing and validation was
increased and will complement existing laboratory
areas which had become severely overcrowded
as the number of production batches submitted for
routine testing grew to over 50 each week.

A large production area has been provided for the
production of ARI's new products. These products
will include those manufactured from bulksupplies
manufactured at the new National Medical
Cyclotron located at the Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital in Sydney.

Towards the end of the year ARI went through an
extensive re-organisation in order to reduce costs
and concentrate and strengthen the company's
efforts in the areas of production, sales and
marketing. Research and development activities

Commercial Linkages
for ARI are now conducted mainly by the
Biomediche and Health Program and other
programs in Ansto as well as outside organisations
and institutions.

ARI is now well placed to provide Australia and
countries of the near region with an increasingly
diverse range of radioactive products and services
and to continue to develop Australia's capacity
and unique capability in this high technology field.
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Objectives

Enviromet Ltd was established to:

Expand Ansto's commercial activities in the
environmental monitoring, mineral processing and
chemical analysis areas.

Provide a complete analytical service in relation to
exploration samples from the mining industry,
bullions, high purity refined metals, ores and their
processed by-products, soils, sediments, water
and waste water.

Operate a metallurgical laboratory for bench and
small scale pilot plant testing of ores and their
processed products.

Key Activities

On February 1,1991 Ansto acquired the specialist
environmental and metallurgical services
companies Fox Anamet Pty Ltd , and Pluteus
(230) Pty. Ltd. with a view to expanding its
commercial activities in environmental monitoring,
mineral processing and chemical analysis.
Analytical services cover the full range of priority
pollutants as required in Australia as well as those

Enviromet Limited
specified by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency. The services are provided for
waters, soils, ores and sediments as well as fish,
meat, plants and air. The laboratory has state-of-
the-art equipment including plasma and gas
chromatographic mass spectrometers as well as
ultra sensitive electrothermal atomisation and
hydride generation equipment and computers.

Following aquisition by Ansto, the companies were
merged into a new public company, Enviromet
Limited, located in Brokvale and Dee Why on the

northern outskirts of Sydney, employing 37 full
time scientific and specialist staff.

In acquiring Enviromet, the Minister of Science
and Technology at that time, the Hon. Simon
Crean, commended Ansto on its initiative in
enhancing the commercial application of its
activities for the benefit of Australian industry and
the general community.

The company became operative in September
1990, with the bulk of the effort at the start devoted
to staff training, manuals preparation and NATA
accreditation. A concentrated marketing effort was
made to inform the industry of the laboratory's
capabilities and as a consequence a number of
important projects were carried out covering
analysis of waters, insecticides, polychlorinated
biphenyls and dioxins.

The service downturn in demand forthe company's
metallugical and analytical services, coupled with
longer than expected and costly establishment
costs of the new environmental laboratory has
however mitigated against the company's
performance during the year. As the spending on
mining and exploration improves, the company
can expect to improve its business correspondingly
in the metallurgical and analytical areas.

Enviromet's laboratories are well placed to respond
to the needs of Government authorities and industry
for producing accurate, reliable and reproducible
analytical test data. During the year an extensive
range of work passed through this laboratory from
single samples requiring a broad spectrum of
analyses to large orders dedicated to specific
analyses. The company has been organised to
operate through discrete areas, to provide industry
and government agencies with the following unique
and highly competent services:
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Analytical

The Analytical Division provides a complete service
in relation to exploration samples from the mining
industry. Analyses can be carried out for every
commonly occurring element at trace and macro
levels, using a wide range of state-of-the-art
scientific instruments and equipment, together
with computers.

Fire assay for gold and precious metals can also
be carried out, involving the use of fire clay crucibles
and using either gravimetric or wet chemical
finishes.

Metallurgical

The Metallurgical Division operates a laboratory
for bench and small scale pilot plant testing of ores
and their processed products, as well as
undertaking research projects. New initiatives over
the year have included the establishment of test
facilities for the Kelsey jig, Carbad process and
Bond Work Index testing as well as an increased
amount of site work.

Metallurgical testwork is carried out with the
specific objective of determining whether potential

ore deposits can be exploited and for advising
mining companies on the best methods of
recovering metals from ore.

Water and Wastes

The Water and Wastes Division provides a
complete analytical service to primary and
secondary industries including mining, government
agencies and consultants. The analytical services
include high and low level determinations of a wide
range of pollutants including cyanide, mercury,
phenols and chlorinated hydrocarbons etc. The
laboratory also specialises in the conventional
methods of analysis. The analytical services include
sample collection, pre-treatment and leaching tests
as required by the State Pollution Control

Commission, Water Board and other regulatory-
bodies. The laboratory is well equipped for
conventional and instrumental analysis.

Environmental

The Environmental Division provides high quality
scientific and analytical services to the
environmental protection and rehabilitation
industries, and specialises in trace level analyses
for a wide range of trace elements and pollutants
including metals and PCB's.

The laboratory services the analytical needs of
environmental consultants, water and waste
consultants, government agencies, mining
companies and engineering companies involved
in environmental work, research and exploration.
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Objectives

The objectives of Australian Supercomputing
Technology are to:

Establish a supercomput'ng service and related
facilities.

Provide fast access for universities, research
groups, businesses and individuals to Ansto's
Supercomputer on a national and regional basis.

Act as an R&D platform to consolidate technology
links and technology transfers between Australia
and other countries, particularly Japan.

Port traditional Supercomputing applications to
run on Ansto's Supercomputer.

It is anticipated that Australian Supercomputing
Technology's numeric intensive computing facilities
will be of significant interest to private industry for
research and engineering use. More recently,
high performance computing or Supercomputing
has become recognised as an essential component
of scientific and engineering progress.
Supercomputers have established numerical
simulation as a third research discipline which
complements theory and experimentation.

In addition to its role of providing Supercomputing
consulting and services, Australian
Supercomputing Technology will promote and
consolidate technology links between Australia
and Japan, as well as with other countries.

Key Activities

Australian Supercomputing Technology was
established in April 1991 as a joint venture between
Ansto and Fujitsu Australia Ltd. to service
Australia's growing requirement for high
performance numeric intensive computing.

Australian Supercomputing Technology
Following the necessary approvals, Australian
Supercomputing Technology will be installing a
Fujitsu VP2200 Supercomputer connected to the
AARNET Network thus providing fast access to
any user of the Network i.e. universities.research
groups or individuals. This initiative is aimed at
closing the gap between research and development
activities and their adoption by industry.
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Objectives

Tracerco Australasia is a partnership between
Ansto and ICI Australia Operations Pty. Ltd. It is a
fully commercial operation whose business is
concerned with applying radioisotope technology,
and other techniques of applied physics to solve
problems on industrial process plant.

Key Activities

As well as having the advantages of technical
input from Ansto and commercial input from ICI
Australia, Tracerco Australasia is also directly
associated with the ICI Tracerco group of
companies which offer radioisotope services
internationally. This is an important linkage.
Tracerco Australasia both shares in a world-wide
pool of experience and is exposed to problems
drawn from an international network, with
enhanced possibilities for Ansto R&D. It also
opens up additional opportunities for the
commercialisation of Ansto developments
overseas and this is expected to be an increasingly
prominent feature of the business.

The unique properties of radioactive materials
provide a "window" through which the inner
workings of industrial plant can be observed. This
facilitates fault diagnosis inside production
equipment such as distillation columns and reaction
vessels and forms the basis for inspection methods
for deposit build up in pipelines, corrosion of plant
components and material density profiles inside
process equipment.

It is also possible to attach a radioactive "label" to
flowing material so that the fluid dynamics and
mass transfer, properties of processes can be
studied. Applications include the on-line
measurement of flowrates, the study of residence
times and mixing phenomena in vessels and the
detection of internal (or underground) leaks.

Another segment of Tracerco Australasia's
business, which is growing in importance, is the

provision of nucleonic instruments for
measurement and control on industrial plant.

Tracerco Australasia commenced trading on 1
November 1989 and has demonstrated steady
growth. A comparison of performance of 1991
results with 1990 results on a quarter by quarter
basis, indicates an annual doubling curve. This
trend appears set to continue into 1992.

Business has been spread over a broad industrial
spectrum. Oil and gas production refining and
chemicals together accounted for 76% of the
sales total. These industries operate large scale,
continuously operating production plants and it is
here that the benefits to be derived from Tracerco
Australasia's services are most clearly
demonstrable. Tracerco, worldwide, has a
dominant position in these sectors. The remaining
business was split equally between iron and
steel, electricity generation and minerals
processing.

The geographic spread of the business has also
been wide, extending across five States and New
Zealand together with work on behalf of the
International Atomic Energy Agency. It is very
pleasing to note the excellent progress made in
Western Australia. In spite of its distance from

Tracerco Australasia

Lucas Heights, 19% of the sales were achieved
there, helped in no small measure by valuable
marketing input from Ansto and ICI Australia
representatives based in Perth. Prospects for
further work in WA in 1992 are excellent.

The challenge for Tracerco Australasia is to
increase the size of the customer base,
consolidating its position with existing clients and
expanding into other sectors of Australian
enterprise. A number of initiatives were taken in
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1991 which are expected to have good results in
the near future.

Links with Tracerco Taiwan have been
strengthened and collaboration on projects in
Taiwan, utilising technology developed by Ansto
is anticipated for 1992.

These initiatives together with other routine
marketing approaches will ensure the continuing
growth of Tracerco Australasia throughout 1992
and beyond.

Measurements are performed on on-line plant
with essentially zero disruption of process
operations. The ability to diagnose faults in this
way leads to the minimisation of plant shutdowns
with very large savings both in terms of better
targeted maintenance and avoidance of lost
production. Also in providing essential input data
to plant optimisation programs, Tracerco's services
assist both in the improvement of the output and
the quality of the product, with attendant
improvement in profitability.

The Australian Centre of Advanced Risk and Reliability Engineering Limited
The Australian Centre of Advanced Risk and Reliability Engineering Limited, known as ACARRE, is a
joint venture of Ansto and the University of Sydney. It is a company limited by guarantee, being a non-
profit organisaton with any surplus being directed toward furthering tne objectives of the Centre. The
Centre is within the grounds of the University, and its Executive Director is also the Ansto Professor of
Risk Engineering in the Department of Chemical Engineering.

The principle objectives of ACARRE are

a) to promote, develop, and apply advanced risk
and reliability engineering techniques forthe benefit
of the Australian community;
b) to arrange for training and education and the
establishment of studentships and fellowships in
matters related to a) above-
c) to carry out research related to the above
objectives either with its own resources, or
through arrangements made with other
organisations;
d) to provide consultancy services to industry and
government on risk and reliability engineering;
e) to cooperate with individuals, associations or
organisations in the field of risk and reliability
engineering and in the commercial development
of those technologies;
f) to make grants in aid of research into matter

related to the above objects.

Key Activities

Applications of risk and reliability engineering
include:
- protection of people, the environment, and

physical property,

- improvement of the utilisation of production
facilites,

- minimisation of business interruption and
consequential losses.

- development of improved standards and codes
of practice.

ACARRE assists industry, government and the
wider community in three interrelated fields:
education, research and consulting, drawing on
the extensive experience of Ansto, the University
of Sydney, and other organisations to:

- widen the use of risk and reliability engineering
in appropriate applications,
- improve understanding of reliability and of the
technology and management required for
hazardous facilities or operations,
- assist programs to improve risk and reliability
of plant, facilities or operations.

These interrelated streams are applicable in a
variety of fields of engineering, including civil,
mechanical, electrical, communication and
chemical.
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Program Objectives

The objectives of the Applications of Nuclear
Physics Program are:

Development, operation and promotion of national
nuclear science facilities such as charged particle
accelerators and neutron beams to encourage
strategic research in nuclear science and
technology in tertiary institutions and industrial
R&D laboratories.

Promotion and management of Australian use of
international big science facilities to assist the
universities in graduate training and to ensure that
Australia benefits from developments in high
technology.

Establishment of an accelerator mass
spectrometry service for national and international
use.

Development of commercial opportunities such
as nuclear based instrumentation for process
control, specialised radiation detectors and nuclear
electronics, industrial applications of charged
particle beams and the application of neutron
scattering to materials research, drugs and
complex chemicals.

equipment development program, the level of
interaction with scientific institutions within Australia
and internationally and finally, the scientific output.

The level of interaction with Australian industry
increased by 240% if the commercial revenue is
used as the measure. Major items included the Air
Pollution Monitoring Program and the Laser
Enrichment Program.

The Program is presently developing two major
new facilities, namely the Australian National
Tandem for Applied Research (ANTARES) and
the Australian Small Angle Neutron Scattering
Instrument (AUSANS). In addition, the Program is
involved in the development of the Australian
National Beamline Facility at the Photon Factory
at Tsukuba in Japan. The development program
on ANTARES has kept to a very tight schedule.
The accelerator was taken to high voltage on 27th
June 1990, two days ahead of schedule.
Preliminary commissioning of the facility began on
2nd December fractionally ahead of schedule.

In June 1991, transmission through the accelerator
for carbon-12 ions and protons was improved to
a very high level, somewhat betterthan expectation.

Applications of Nuclear Physics
Maintenance of core expertise in fundamental
nuclear and atomic processes including neutron
physics, ion interactions, radiation standards and
laser enrichment.

Program Performance

The performance of the Program Area in reaching
the objectives listed above can be gauged
according to four criteria - the interaction with
Australian industry for which the commercial
revenue provides a yardstick, the timeliness of the

The first detection of carbon-14 is planned for
July 1991 and still appears to be a realistic target.
The scientific design of AUSANS was completed
in all respects and the building to house the
instrument has been completed.

Applications of Nuclear Physics has always had a
high profile within the Australian scientific
community. One cause of this high profile is the
major neutron scattering and accelerator facilities
within the Program. The second is the high priority
that has been given to this interaction. In 1990/91,
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there were sixty five separate programs in
operation with Australian university groups, a
level which is typical of the interaction in recent
years. International interaction increased
significantly in 1990/91 with the advent of new
programs in accelerator mass spectrometry,
airborne pollution studies and the overseas use of
neutron scattering and synchrotron radiation
facilities. The publication record for 1990/91 was
slightly lower than in 1989/90. The reasons for the
decline were the significant resources devoted to
the re-equipment program. Some of the scientific
highlights withinthe Program are described below.

Key Activities

Two new programs using accelerator base
techniques have commenced in the recent ye?.r.
The first is a collaboration with the State Pollution
Control Commission, Electricity Commission of
New South Wales and the University of New
South Wales, which involves the establishment of
a series of pollution monitors to obtain samples of
airborne pollutants which can be analysed using
accelerator based techniques on the Van de Graaff
and Tandem accelerators. This is part of a wider
international study involving 13 Pacific Rim nations.

The second program involves the application of a
new concept in ion implantation (Metal Vapour
Vacuum Arc) to modify the properties of surfaces
to improve their wear and corrosion resistant
properties.

With the Tandem accelerator now operational,
preliminary studies using the technique of
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry have begun in
earnest. Accelerator Mass Spectrometry involves
generating ions from atoms in a very small quantity
of sample material and accelerating the ions to
high energy so that the atomic mass and atomic
number of each ion can be measured. This allows
ultra-sensitive detection of radioisotopes such as
carbon-14 so that radiocarbon dating can be carried
out with 1 mg or less of material in a time of one

hour or less. Many other radioisotopes and stable
isotopes can be measured in this way.

The first beam of carbon ions was accelerated in
the Ansto Tandem at the end of 1990 and carbon-
14 ions were detected in June 1991. The remaining
step towards introducing an Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry dating and tracing service is to install
equipment for computer control of both accelerator
and measuring equipment. This is expected to be
operational by the end of 1991.

Measurements will then begin on such important
topics as carbon-14 in the atmosphere, oceans,
tree rings, ice cores and other materials as well as
the use of other radioisotopes as tracers in studies
of soil erosion, sedimentation and many other
environmental processes. The method will also be
applied to topics such as the development of
industrial materials and processes, and
biomedicine and health.

The unique capabilities of the wide variety of
neutron scattering facilities based on the neutron
beams from HIFAR continued to be exploited by
Ansto staff in collaboration with more than thirty
groups from Australian universities. Considerable
progress has been made in the development of
the new AUSANS instrument for small angle
neutron scattering which is typically applied to the
study of polymers, drugs, chemicals and new
materials.

The high resolution powder diffractometer
continues to be in high demand (3 times
overbooked) and has been used, for example, in
a study under the Grants for Industrial Research
and Development (GIRD) granting scheme of
phase transformations in partially stabilised
zirconia. In complementary studies, further
measurements have been made using the
synchrotron at Brookhaven National Laboratory of
the binding of the drug cyclosporin to the protein
molecule cyclophilin.
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Studies to utilise sophisticated nuclear
instrumentation in process control in the mineral,
chemical, agricultural and medical areas continue.
A moisture monitor for utilisation in the cement
industry has undergone long term tests. A licensing
agreement has also been signed with AEA Harwell
for the exploitation of pulsed neutron interrogation
equipment in the oil industry.

A limited program to investigate the enrichment of
uranium using laser isotope separation technology
has been in progress. Standards for nuclear
radiation measurements were maintained.

A new initative towards the end of this year seeks
to expand Australian interaction with large science
facilities overseas. To this end the program area
has been involved in the development of the
Australian National Beamline Facility at the Photon
Factory at Tsukuba in Japan.

The Program has also joined with the Universities
of Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide through the
auspices of the CERN Coordinating Committee to
increase Australian funding and commitment to
research in high energy physics at the CERN
facility in Switzerland. Finally, the Program has
been seeking an opportunity to increase Australian
access to neutron scattering facilities overseas
which will complement the capabilities of the
facilities on HI FAR.
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Program Objectives

The objectives of the Advanced Materials Program
are:

Maintenance of a core of materials expertise and
facilities essential to nuclear science and
technology,

Undertaking materials R&D with industry to
contribute to Australia's industrial innovation and
development to advance its competitive position in
the global economy,

Provision of specialist R&D support to other Ansto
Programs.

Key Activities

The Advanced Materials Program continues to
balance its activities between strategic research,
industrially driven research and development and
the provision of commercial specialist services.
These activities have generated $1.3 million of
external revenue, with half of that amount coming
from various grants in collaboration with industry,
other research organisations and universities. The
other half of revenue is derived directly from
industry.

The development of the Synroc process for high-
level radioactive waste immobilisation in a ceramic
matrix continues to be the main focus of the
Program. The ceramic expertise generated from
the Synroc project is being transferred to local
industry. Current advanced ceramics work
undertaken for industry includes, biomedical
applications of ceramics, piezoelectric detectors,
ultra high strength ceramics, high energy density
capacitors and ceramic filters. New technologies
are being developed in sol-gel processing of
ceramics and in the applications of ceramic tape
casting.

The Program has co-operative links with the CSIRO

and Australian universities. Extensive collaboration
also exists with laboratories overseas under both
formal and informal arrangements.

Synroc

In December 1989, agreement was reached
between four major Australian companies - BMP,
CRA, ERA and Western Mining Corporation - to
join with Ansto and the Australian National
University to investigate the commercial
opportunities internationally for Synroc in the field
of nuclear waste management. The pre-feasibility
study undertaken by the Synroc Study Group has
been completed. The study has indicated
significant commercial opportunities for Synroc.
Further analysis of the options and discussions
with overseas authorities are underway. A progress
report will be published later in 1991. The report
will be made available publicly.

Early in 1991, the Ansto Board endorsed a new
program of R&D on Synroc for the next five years.
This program is designed to respond to the renewed
world wide interest in waste partitioning, to continue
to develop models of the long term stability of
Synroc, to study in greater detail the natural mineral
analogues of Synroc phases and to investigate
advanced process technologies.

Advanced Materials
The cooperative R&D program with the Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) was
formally extended in August 1990 until 1995. New
Memoranda of Understanding covering Synroc R
&D were signed during 1990 between Ansto and
authorities in the Peoples' Republic of China and
the USSR.

Advanced Materials Program's expertise and
equipment developed under the Synroc project
has been used very effectively to spin off a variety
of new advanced ceramic projects tuned to the
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needs of Australian industries. Most of these
projects are in their R&D phase. Nearest to
commercialisation is the pacemaker-related
project. The ceramic component is a miniature
ceramic (pure alumina) collar; this is made with a
controlled pore size, and to net shape without the
need for machining, by a novel process developed
at Ansto. Before the collar is fitted onto the
pacemaker lead, which is to be implanted near the
heart, its pore volume is infused with an anti
inflammatory drug. Once the lead is implanted,
the drug diffuses into the surrounding body tissue
and prevents the build-up of the undesirable fibrous
tissue. The heart can be paced at lower voltages
and the implanted batteries last longer.

Subject to the successful completion of pre-
commercialisation tests and clinical trials, the
company involved, Telectronics Pacing Systems,
proposes to commercialise three different
pacemaker leads, each requiring a different size
and shape of collar. In the current pre-
commercialisation phase, orders from the company
have involved the manufacture by Ansto of around
2500 collars.

The ability to attract collaborative projects on
advanced ceramics with industy is being further
enhanced by the upgrading of the Program's
ceramic characterisation and fabrication
laboratories.

During the past year, a comprehensive range of
state-of-the-art ceramic powder characterisation
equipment has been installed in a refurbished
laboratory. Furthermore, Ansto has created a
national High Temperature Materials Laboratory
(HTML). The HTML will be a major facility
providing the industrial and university research
communities with access to the extensive array of
special equipment needed for innovative advanced
ceramics R&D.

A key element in the HTML is the recently
commissioned Hot Isostatic Press (HIP). This is

only one of two HIPs in Australia and is by far the
largest. Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIPing) is a
relatively new fabrication technology which has a
range of applications in advanced ceramics,
powder metallurgy, the treatment of metal castings
and crack healing in structural aircraft components.
An agreement has been negotiated with a leading
HIPing company providing Ansto with first call
access to the Australasian and South-East Asian
markets, but with assistance available to Ansto
from the US company's larger capacity facilities
when required.

The Program participates in a BRITE/EURAM
project on interface segregation in oxide ceramic
materials with laboratories from France, Germany
and the UK with support from the International
Science and Technology Program administered
by DITAC.

Materials Technology

Ansto can offer industry a structured three-level
remaining life assessment service for high
temperature plant. The assessment methodology
is based on that developed for Ansto's nuclear
plant. The diagnostic techniques for measuring
remnant life draws on Ansto's experience in the
areas of materials property determination, electron
microscopy, on-site metallography, computing
and the availability of a significant materials data
base. Accelerated creep and rupture testing of
standard or miniature specimens machined from
samples removed from plant enables remaining
life predictions to be made for safe plant operation.
The remaining life project has been strongly
supported by the Electricity Commission of NSW
and major remaining life assessments have been
undertaken for clients from the oil and power
generating industries. These projects generated
$325,000 in external income over the past year.

A national one day conference, "Remaining Life of
High Temperature Plant in Australia" jointly
sponsored by Ansto and ECNSW was held at
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Lucas Heights on 5 December 1990. The keynote
address was given by Dr David Gooch of National
Power in the UK (former CEGB).Ansto's creep
facilities have been again expanded to meet the
increased demand for creep testing in this program.

In addition to its commercial activities, the Materials
Technology Section continues to perform a
strategic role in providing materials assessment
capabilities in support of the HIFAR research
reactor at Lucas Heights.

Plasma and Surface Technologies

The development of a Plasma Immersion Ion
Implanterunderagrantfromthe Industry Research
and Development Board of DITAC is progressing
according to schedule. This project is aimed at
developing a prototype implantation device for
improving the wear resistance and operating life of
industrial tools and dies. Partners in the project are
MM Metals, CSIRO and the University of Adelaide.
Trial implantations have been carried out for the
Royal Australian Mint as part of a major program
aimed at upgrading the die steels used in coining
operations.

Materials Characterisation

Facilities for microstructural characterisation were
put to increasing use on direct commercial jobs. In
particular, the analytical scanning electron
microscopes have been applied extensively to
minerological determinations, often in connection
with larger contracts undertaken by the
Environmental Science Program. X-ray diffraction
facilities have provided a source of income from
crystallographic investigations of mineral samples
and the resolution of processing problems in the
cement industry. The Program also possesses an
extensive range of facilities for ceramics and
powder characterisation as well as mechanical
testing laboratories.

General

Senior staff in the Program have played a significant
role within the materials community, both locally
and on the international scene. Program staff sit
on the advisory committees of the Universities of
NSW and Wollongong and the University of
Technology, Sydney. The Program is also
represented on the International Boards of journals
including Ceramics International, Industrial
Ceramics, the Journal of Nuclear Materials and
Journal of Testing and Evaluation. Staff participate
in the work of the International Atomic Energy
Agency as members of senior advisory committees
and through Coordinated Research Programs.
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Program Objectives

The Environmental Science Program undertakes
research to resolve a wide range of environmental
problems requiring multi-disciplinary skills in
physics, chemistry, biology, earth sciences and
engineering. Minimisation of the environmental
impact associated with the mining of uranium and
other radioactive ores and with industrial processes
continues to be a major goal.

Key Activities

Strategic research and commercial contracts
were undertaken on the processing of ores,
management of wastes, prediction of pollutant
generation, transport processes and biological
uptake mechanisms.

Workforthe mineral sands industry has expanded.
Ansto offers a commercial service to pinpoint the
source of the radioactivity in mineral sands and the
reduction of its level by physical or chemical
processing.

Ansto is a major partner in the Centre for Waste
Management and Pollution Control, one of the first
fifteen Cooperative Research Centres (CRCs)

established by the Federal Government. The new
centres, announced in conjunction with the
Government's Industry Statement, are a key
component in the "Clever Country" strategy.

Total funding for the Federal Government for this
CRC will be $12.7 million over seven years, with
the partners providing afurther$35 million through
cash and in-kind contributions. Ansto will be
involved in most of the nine program areas. Spin-
offs from Ansto's expertise in Synroc and
management of mining wastes will be applied to

immobilisation of toxic chemical wastes. Ansto's
participation will be centred on the Environmental
Science Program with significant contributions
from the Advanced Materials Program. A major
node of the centre, including an engineering scale
waste management facility, will be established at
the Lucas Heights site.

Following the reunification of Germany, the German
Government decided to close down the uranium
production operations of the previous joint East
German /Soviet company, SDAG Wismut, the
main supplier of uranium for the USSR. The
rehabilitation of the mining and ore processing
sites is a major undertaking. It will involve
dewatering and stabilisation of 200 million tonnes
of tailings, rehabilitation of old mines and restoration
of contaminated groundwaters. Ansto scientists
visited Wismut operations to assess the situation
and provide preliminary advice on the best
strategies for rehabilitation of the various sites.
Subsequently, a five man delegation from Wismut
visited Australia and inspected our uranium mining
operations. Ansto will be asked to tender for
commercial consultancy contracts associated with
the rehabilitation.

The Environmental Science Program contributed
expertise to the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) on matters related to the mining
and milling of uranium ores.

An investigation of the accumulation of
radionuclides in edible marine organisms from
Australian coastal waters has contributed to an
IAEA study on the assessment of the radiation
dose to the world's population from consumption
of marine foods.

Ansto undertook consultant work for Boliden
Mineral AB, a large Swedish mining company.
This company is seeking to develop and cost
options to rehabilitate the mine site when they face
the need to close down a large copper mine in the
north of Sweden. Two field trips have been made
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already and the first phase of work is completed.
As the mine is within the Arctic Circle, observation
of the effects of low temperatures on the oxidation
of waste rock has proven to be an interesting
variation on the Australian experience.

The Canadians have identified a very large
environmental threat from the waste pyritic rock,
left over from mining operations. The potential for
this waste to produce large quantities of acidic
water, heavily polluted with heavy metals, is great.
It has been estimated that the cost of rehabilitating
these mine wastes over the next ten years will
approach $4.5 billion. The Canadian effort is
being coordinated by a body named MEND (Mine
Environment Neutral Drainage). Ansto is a
participant in the MEND program and has been
approached to work with a Canadian group on a
project supported by this program .

The Alligator Rivers Analogue Project was
undertaken to understand processes involved in
the formation of the secondary uranium dispersion
fan at the Koongarra uranium ore deposit in the
Northern Territory, and to develop and test
geochemical, hydrology and transport models of
radionuclide migration. Scientific data from this
study can be used to model the long-term migration
from a nuclear waste repository. Ansto is
participating in the management of this international
research, which receives additional financial
support from the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI), the Power Reactor and Nuclear
Fuel Development Corporation of Japan (PNC),
the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKi),
the UK Department of the Environment (UKDOE)
and the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(USN RC). The United States Department of Energy
(USDOE) and the Central Research Institute of
Electric Power Industry (Japan) will also participate
and contribute funds to the final two years of the
project.

Monazite is the most radioactive component of
mineral sands and the source cf rare earths which

are finding increasing application in many high
technology products. Currently, Australia exports
monazite without downstream processing to extract
the rare earths. However, Ansto is working with
commercial clients to help establish a viable rare
earth industry in Australia. Ways of immobilising
the radioactive (largely thorium-bearing) wastes
produced from monazite processing are being
studied.

During the last year, Ansto successfully developed
a process for the recovery of rare earths from the
Mt Weld deposit in Western Australia, owned by
Carr Boyd Minerals/Ashton Mining. An attractive
feature of this deposit is the low level of radioactivity
in the ore. Ansto's work has involved specification
and optimisation of process steps as well as
minimisation of the environmental impact. Ansto is
now participating in the transition of this project
from the laboratory to pilot plant scale.

Ansto continues to collaborate with three
universities (Monash, Melbourne and NSW) and
an industrial partner (SX Holdings) on a two-year
Federal Government grant on the Production of
High Purity Rare Earths. Ansto will focus on the
use of solvent extraction technology for rare earth
separation and purification. The technology will
assist Australia to develop a downstream
processing industry based on our rare earth
resources.

The uncontrolled leaching of heavy metals from
mine waste rock heaps can result in poisoning of
groundwaterand streams. Paradoxically, properly
managed leaching can extract valuable minerals
and reduce the pollution potential of low grade
ores. In both cases a thorough understanding of
the processes involved is essential for achieving
the desired result. Ansto has been involved in both
field and theoretical studies of leaching in waste
rock heaps, stemming from its work at the Rum
Jungle uranium site, and is one of the world's
leading authorities in this field. A computer code
written to model leaching processes works within
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a sufficiently broad range of conditions to be of
interest to many mining companies has been
completed. With this tool, mining companies can
simulate conditions designed to either retard or
enhance leaching, and therefore minimise damage
to the environment or maximise productivity.

In situ leaching of minerals can be economic for
low grade ores where the cost of mechanical
extraction and milling is excessive. Commonly the
leaching of minerals is assisted by bacterial
oxidation. The metals (copper or uranium) are
recovered from the leachate by solvent extraction
and the leaching solution is recycled. The
economics of this process are critically dependent
on maintenance of a healthy population of bacteria
in the ore. Research at Ansto on factors affecting
the efficiency of bio-leaching has demonstrated
that the presence of trace quantities of solvent
extraction reagents can severely inhibit bacterial
growth. Ansto is able to offer definitive advice to
industry about the optimisation of conditions for
the bio-leaching/solvent extraction cycle.

The Global Atmospheric Watch program oversees
an international collaboration of laboratories which
are monitoring long-term trends in the
concentration of pollutants in the atmosphere.
Radon gas is the best tracer available for detecting
pollution in air samples which have been over the
ocean for many days. Ansto has developed a high
sensitivity radon detector which can operate
continuously. These detectors have been deployed
at Cape Grim, Tasmania, Macquarie Island and, in
collaboration with the US Climate Monitoring and
Diagnostic Laboratory, at MaunaLoaObservatory
on Hawaii.

The ability of freshwater mussels to isolate
themselves from polluted water by closing their
shells has been used to determine the acceptable
levels of uranium in waste waters from uranium
mining. This approach is now being extended and
adapted to measuring and assessing more general

pollution problems in the Hawkesbury-Nepean
system on the outskirts of Sydney.

Tributyltin (TBT), used in antifouling paints for
marine vessels for over two decades, has been
shown to alter the sex of marine snails. TBT
affects these species in such a way that male
characteristics are induced in the female causing
sterility and premature death. Field collections
provided evidence that imposex was prevalent up
and down the NSW coast in areas of medium to
high boating activity. Although there are now
controls on the use of TBT, Ansto biologists are
studying the effect of residual TBT on marine
snails. This work is funded by the Australian
Research Council.

In the estuarine environment, sediments are the
major geochemical repository of heavy metals,
usually derived from industrial discharges. The
biological response to the differing geochemical
associations of sediment-bound metals varies from
species to species. Burrowing and deposit feeding
species are of particular concern for their potential
to accumulate metals from sediments. Aristo is
studying the extractability of sediment-bound
metals by using various extractants and animals.
This information will help in the development of
sediment quality criteria.

While some aspects of land degradation by soil
erosion are obvious, gully erosion and flood
damage for example, the insidious removal of
topsoil by erosion largely remains unnoticed,
unacknowledged or ignored. Ansto, in collaboration
with the Soil Conservation Service of New South
Wales and the University of Newcastle, developed
a unique method to estimate real soil loss rates at
any point within a cultivated paddock.

Land clearing in Australia over the last 80 years
has resulted in extensive loss of arable land due
to the build-up of salts in the soil. Ansto's
Environmental Science Program is using naturally
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occurring isotopes to identify the processes
responsible for salt build-up, the source of the salt
and the paths of water flow transporting the salt to
the land surface. A major thrust of this work is the
identification of recharge areas, recognised to be
the best locations to plant trees, and hence lower
the water table and prevent salt dissolution .

Construction of long ocean outfalls is one method
that has been adopted for disposing of sewage
and industrial wastes from Sydney. Very little data
on the amount of trace contaminants in coastal
waters off Sydney has been collected in the past,
and certainly not enough to assess whether the
new ocean outfalls for discharge of Sydney's
sewage are improving shore-line water quality in
relation to these components. Ansto, as part of its
ongoing marine studies program, and with the
support of the State Pollution Control Commission,
is examining the concentration of trace
contaminants in the sea.

Ansto is also collaborating with the Australian
Institute of Marine Science on the chemistry and
photochemistry of waters in the Great Barrier
Reef, the Torres Strait and the Timor Sea. Of
particular interest is the development of
radioisotope techniques for studying the behaviour
of particles which act as scavengers for heavy
metals in marine waters.

Many communities throughout Australia suffer
from problems due to the presence of iron and
manganese in drinking water, which cause
discolouration of water resulting in brown stains
on washing. A major consultancy project was
undertaken for the Sydney Water Board to
determine the appropriate means for removing
manganese from drinking water. Ansto chemists
are working with engineers in the design and
commissioning of treatment plants to overcome
this problem.

The final report on the study "Rehabilitation of

Former Nuclear Test Sites in Australia", which
was defined by a Technical Assessment Group,
comprising experts from Australia, UK and USA,
and managed by Ansto, was tabled in Federal
Parliament in October 1990. The studies were
directed at defining cost-effective options for the
rehabilitation of the former nuclear warhead test
sites at Maralinga and Emu in South Australia.
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Program Objectives

The Biomedicine and Health Program is aimed at
improving health care delivery in Australia, primarily
through radionuclide and radiopharmaceutical
research and development to produce new
diagnostic and therapeutic applications.

Key areas of research are maintained in
measuring, analysing and modelling the biological
effect of radiopharmaceuticals to support
developmental activities.

Key Activities

The Biomedicine and Health Program has been
restructured to create a viable, first class research
entity which can interact effectively with the nuclear
medicine community throughout Australia and
reinforce interactions with major research
institutions overseas. The Program has mounted
a recruitment campaign for additional research,
professional and support staff.

The Program's research activities are grouped
into three major areas, Radiopharmaceutical
Sciences, Physiologic Modelling and Analysis,
and Business Development and Operations.

The development of radiopharmaceuticals based
on monoclonal antibodies is an area of intense
activity worldwide. The antibodies are specific
biological reagents, and when combined with a
radionuclide for imaging, are useful for detecting
altered biological properties that occur in certain
diseases and hold promise for the detection of
cancer, damaged heart muscle and blood clots.
Improved diagnosis of these diseases has
important ramifications in the delivery of health
care. There is also scope for the use of the
biologically-specific antibodies combined with beta-
emitting radionuclides in tumour therapy.

The Monoclonal Antibody Group has commenced
ongoing collaborative projects with industry,
research institutions, universities and hospitals.
One is an investigation of the use of radiolabelled
monoclonal antibodies to detect deep vein
thrombosis or blood clots and successful trials
with volunteer patients have been completed. The
procedure could alleviate many of the limitations
inherent in current procedures for detecting blood
clots. Commercial partners are being sought to
develop this agent.

The other collaborative project is concerned with
the development of labelled monoclonal antibodies

Biomedicine and Health
Radiopharmaceutical Sciences

This project is concerned with the development of
diagnostic and therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals,
including radioimmunopharmaceuticals,
particularly those based on radionuclides that can
be produced in the National Medical Cyclotron
and which can be used for Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) and Single Photon Emission
Computed Tomography (SPECT) imaging.
Reactor-produced isotopes for new applications
will also be developed.

for the treatment of bladder cancer, the fifth most
common human cancer and for which current
treatment procedures are inadequate.

The Bioconjugates Group is also involved in this
work and concentrated its efforts towards the
design and synthesis of novel chelating agents to
aid the process of combining the radioactive
component with the monoclonal antibody. A
number of agents are being investigated as well as
several reactor and cyclotron produced
radionuclides.
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The Radiopharmaceutical Sciences Project is also
involved in the synthesis of organic compounds
which can be labelled with radionuclides produced
in the National Medical Cyclotron. The metabolism
of these compounds will be investigated in
collaboration with the Positron Emission
Tomography Centre at the Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital, Sydney. The design of new compounds
that can be labelled with a widely used nuclide for
nuclear medicine, iodine-123, is also being
pursued. The aim is to develop agents suitable for
organ imaging and the investigation of biological
processes.

Physiologic Modelling and Analysis

Modern techniques in cytogenetics and cell biology
are being applied in several areas of research.
The analysis of chromosomal damage in circulatory
blood cells is used to measure both accidental and
medical radiation doses from who! 3 body exposure.
Ansto has for many years provided a biological
dosimetry service for the Pacific region using this
technique and this service is now being
commercialised.

Similar cytogenic techniques are being used as
part of a clinical trial comparing the efficacy of
yttrium-90 silicate and the Ansto-developed
macroaggregate of dysprosium-165 hydroxide in
the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis. If the
radioactive material leaks from the site of treatment,
most commonly the knee, healthy tissue,
particularly the regional lymph nodes can receive
a small radiation dose. A comparison of the
radiation-induced chromosomal aberrations
produced in the circulatory lymphocytes will give
an indication of the relative leakage dose of the
two agents. A lower dose from the Ansto compound
will improve the prospect of its eventual registration
for routine use.

Fundamental studies into the effect of low doses
of ionising radiation are being undertaken under
the auspices of the International Atomic Energy

Agency. There is evidence that radiation doses of
the level of normal background variations may be
associated with an adaptive response, whereby
damage caused by later higher exposure is reduced
due to the induction of repair processes. If this
effect can be substantiated it will have a profound
effect on risk assessment related to occupational
and medical exposure.

The Physiologic Modelling and Analysis Group is
also actively involved in the radiation dosimetry of
diagnostic and therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals
where the dose is determined from an assessment
of the biological behaviour of an agent combined
with appropriate physical data. Methods are being
developed for the determination of the dose to
individual cells. The cell dose depends on whether
the radioactive compound is attached to the surface
or incorporated into the cell nucleus. This is
important in assessing the therapeutic dose from
radioimmunctherapeutic agents such as the
proposed cancer specific radiopharmaceuticals.

The preparation of dose estimates for hospital
nuclear medicine departments and other research
organisations developing radiopharmaceuticals
but lacking the appropriate expertise, is offered on
a service basis by the Program.

Innovations Projects

Australian progress in Neutron Capture Therapy
(NCT) continues with active collaboration with
Japan, Italy, Europe and the USA. In December
1990, the Fourth International Symposium on NCT
for Cancer was held in Sydney and was attended
by over 150 participants. The control of glioma
and melanoma in small animals was reported.
Ansto papers dealt with the control of melanoma
in nude mice using NCT and the design
considerations for an epithermal NCT facility using
the HIFAR reactor. To assist in this work a
consultant expert in the field from the UK was
engaged by Ansto. Another consultant has recently
helped in the development of an intra- pancreatic,
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and intra-hepatic tumour model in nude mice.

Recently, Australian patients suffering from high
grade brain tumours were treated by NCT in
Japan. Studies are underway to determine the
feasibility of using HIFAR as an epitherma! NCT
facility at Lucas Heights for treatment in Australia
for such patients.

Ansto has developed a device for the accurate in
vivo measurement of whole body protein. This
allows improved management of patients with
primary disease that can lead to malnutrition.
Patient prognosis may be affected by excessive
protein depletion. Current studies in Sydney with
this Body Protein Monitor (BPM) concern cystic
fibrosis, phenylketonuria, arthritis, liver
transplantation end stage renal failure, anorexia
nervosa, the effects of major surgery and the
onset of AIDS in HIV-positive subjects. These
studies are supported mainly by collaborative
research grants with major hospitals. With the sale
of a Body Protein Monitor to the University of
Texas, Ansto is embarking on a commercialisation
process that should lead to cost reductions and
improved capability to service the world market.

The National Medical Cyclotron, as well as making
a new range of radioisotopes available to the
nuclear medicine community, presents new
opportunities and responsibilities to the
Biomedicine and Health Program.

While delivery of positron and single photon
emitting radionuclides on a daily basis for clinical
application is the primary purpose of the National
Medical Cyclotron, it is important that medical
research workers can also have access to its
facilities. At the present time, the value of this
access may be limited by the lack of appropriate
imaging devices otherthan the Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) Camera at the Royal Prince
Alfred Hospital which will be operating for clinical
medicine. The availability of a PET camera for
imaging small animals, used in the biodistribution

and other studies prior to the use of new agents in
human patients, is seen as a very valuable adjunct
to the cyclotron. No such device with sufficient
resolution is available in Australia at the present
time.

Accordingly the Biomedicine and Health Program
and groups from the University of Melbourne have
formed a collaboration to develop a small high
resolution PET camera. The project has attracted
Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and
Engineering (AINSE) funding to develop the
technology for the camera head and patent
protection is being sought.
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Program Objectives Isotope Technology Project

The Industrial Technology Program contributes to
Australia's industrial innovation through application
of a wide range of nuclear and related technologies
including the use of stable and radioactive isotopes
and radiation techniques; neutron activation
analysis; quality assurance; total quality
management; the assessment of safety and
reliability; and the estimation of the probability and
consequences of failure of plant and products for
both nuclear and non-nuclear plant.

The broad objectives of the five projects in the
Industrial Technology Program are to extend and
apply their expertise to industrial and environmental
problems and to provide advice to governments,
regulatory authorities and industry.

Key Activities

Ihe Program was formedonUuly 1990 to develop
links with industry and encourage interaction
between companies and Ansto; to create
opportunities for obtaining economic benefit from
developments in nuclear and related techniques;
and to provide bases of scientific and technological
expertise which can aid the development of
consultancy services in a range of important fields.

The Program comprises the Isotope Technology
Project, the Radiation Technology Project, the
Advanced Analytical Methods Project, the Safety
and Reliability Centre, and the Quality Technology
Centre. Its activities range from radioisotope and
radiation applications through neutron activation
analysis to safety and reliability engineering and
quality technology. It is the main point of contact
with two of Ansto's joint ventures; Tracerco
Australasia and ACARRE (Australian Centre for
Advanced Risk and Reliability Engineering).

During the 1990-91 financial year the Program
achieved a gross revenue of $0.9 million, which
was 40 per cent of its appropriation.

The Isotope Technology Project aims to support
Australian industry through commercially oriented
isotope applications R&D.

Radioactive tracers and radioisotope gauges have
evolved in response to the increasingly
sophisticated demands of industry and the new
opportunities which result from modern data
processing capabilities. This technology is used
for process optimisation and control.

Recent projects include development of ruggedized
devices to detect leakage from underground oil
pipelines; use of radioisotope techniques to
precisely measure the production efficiency of
aluminium reduction cells; tracer dilution
techniques to measure the near field and far field
dispersion of sewage released from the recently
commissioned deep ocean sewerage outfalls
serving Sydney; use of radioisotope methods to
deduce the location of gas leaks in sub-surface
high tension cables for Sydney Electricity; a non-
nuclear method to continuously monitor the
viscosity of corn dough for CCA-Snack Foods;
and use of tracertechniques to assess compliance

Industrial Technology
with specifications of a large mixing silo for Blue
Circle Southern (in support of Tracerco).

A number of paper studies of advanced industrial
applications of X-ray and neutron techniques were
undertaken in collaboration with the Applications
of Nuclear Physics Program. An industrial contract
has resulted from a study on the use of radiation
transmission techniques to assess the extent of
deposition in a thermally lagged pipe.

There has been active involvement in regional
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nuclear technical cooperation with the International
Atomic Energy Agency. IAEA fellows from China
(2), Indonesia, Philippines (2) and Vietnam have
been trained in industrial applications. Specific
technical support has been provided to the
Philippines Nuclear Research Institute, and IAEA
sponsored industrial demonstrations and national
training seminars have been arranged in
Bangladesh, Indonesia, Pakistan and Thailand.
The level of sophistication of the industrial
demonstrations has increased rapidly over the
past few years.

Radiation Technology Project

The principal aims of the Radiation Technology
Project are to develop, assess and apply radiation
technology to the sterilisation, preservation, and
disinfestation of medical, agricultural and industrial
products, and to advise governments, regulatory
authorities and industry on the use, benefits and
limitations of radiation techniques. The Project
provides a commercial radiation and dosimetry
service. It has put substantial effort into ensuring
that its operations comply with the Therapeutic
Goods Act, 1989, and the regulations under the
Act promulgated in 1991.

Major support was provided to the University of
New South Wales in the conduct of an IAEA
Regional Training Course on Radiation Processing
of Surface Coatings, February 1991. The Project
also contributes to two IAEA Coordinated Research
Programs on the development of Detection
Methods for Irradiated Foods, and on the
Establishment of Standard Operating Procedures
for Food Irradiation.

The Project is currently providing an assessment
of electron beam technology for the
decontamination of hospital and quarantine wastes.
Radiation is one of a number of technologies being
considered as an alternative to incineration.

Research work has continued on methods of
detecting irradiated foodstuffs. This capability is
fundamental to Ansto's mandate to provide
technical support for the implementation of
government policy. Ansto has successfully
completed an inter-laboratory trial sponsored by
the IAEA through its Coordinated Research
Program on Food Irradiation Detection Methods
and the European Community involving the use of
microbiological methods to detect the extent of
irradiation in a number of spices.

Advanced Analytical Methods Project

The Advanced Analytical Methods Project's role is
to develop and apply advanced radiochemistry
techniques in support of Ansto programs and
industrial and university projects. The international
standing of members of the Advanced Analytical
Methods Project has been recognised by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in
requesting the training of four science graduates
from Indonesia in all aspects of neutron activation
analysis (NAA).

The IAEA also invited the Project to contribute to
an international research program on the use of
radiotracers in the development of new separation
techniques for trace element analysis by nuclear
methods with special emphasis on environmental
research.

Collaborative projects continued with the
Universities of Newcastle, Townsville and Deakin
on trace element profiling of corals, soils and
sediments by instrumental NAA. In addition, a
rapid screening procedure was developed for
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in transformer
oils using a three minute NAA method. This has
resulted in a demand by electricity generating
authorities for analysis of their oils. A total of 1,000
oils have been analysed to date resulting in an
income of $20,000. It is anticipated a further 2,000
samples will be analysed over the following twelve
months.
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Studies have been undertaken with the CSIRO
Division of Coal and Energy Technology to define
the composition of Australian steaming coal for
export, to determine the fate of trace elements in
coal combustion, and to evaluate processes for
the production of clean coal using NAA along with
non-nucleartechniquesfortrace element analysis.

The continued success of the Advanced Analytical
Methods Project in providing unique facilities for
measuring trace levels of elements in a wide range
of materials is demonstrated by earnings of
$67,000, exceeding the revenue target by 34%.

Safety and Reliability Centre

The Safety and Reliability Centre provides safety
and reliability engineering services to both Ansto
and commercial clients. Safety and reliability
studies are essential to Ansto because of the need
to be able to design and review the safe and
efficient working of nuclear plant. The range of
techniques involved necessitates a number of
staff who could not be deployed fully on nuclear
work and it is therefore appropriate to provide
commercial services to industry.

The Centre registered the business name
Australian Reliability Technology Services (ARTS)
to promote its services. These services were
originally supplied through ARTS, the Australian
Reliability Technology Service. More recently they
have been made available in collaboration with
the Australian Centre for Advanced Risk and
Reliability Engineering (ACARRE) , Ansto's joint
venture with Sydney University, and with 3RD, the
Safety and Reliability Directorate of the UKAEA.

The Centre works closely with Ansto's Nuclear
Safety Unit to provide safety services for Ansto
plant. These have included assessment of the
safety interlocks on the National Medical Cyclotron;
analysis of the reliability of nuclear instrumentation
for HIFAR; review of the safety rod maintenance
procedures for Moata; monitoring of on-site

seismology; and studies of HIFAR emergency
procedures and component failure rates. It
contributes to an 1AEA/UNIDO/WHO Inter Agency
Study on Large Area Risk Management, and is
participating in an IAEA Coordinated Research
Program on Reliability Data for Research Reactor
Probabilistic Safety Assessment. It represents
Commonwealth interests on a National Taskforce
on Hazardous Industry and Land Use Safety
Planning.

ARTS grossed $316,000 in the year, 56 percent of
the Centre's total income, by undertaking over 25
tasks for outside clients, ranging from major studies
for offshore production platforms to provision of
reliability data to other consultants. Issues studied
include road, rail, and air transport, steel and
aluminium production, process chemical plant,
mining, water supply and sewage disposal facilities.
ARTS co-ordinated joint Ansto studies concerned
with safe handling of radioactive materials by
outside organisations, and ran a fully-subscribed
3-day course on reliability engineering.

The offshore production platform studies illustrate
the range of services ARTS has provided. These
include comparative studies of the reliability of
alternative platform power supply and fire pump
schemes; fault tree analysis of the reliability of the
well-head shutdown system; Monte Carlo
simulation analysis of the comparative reliability of
alternate relief valve schemes; failure mode effects
and criticality analysis of the reliability of a platform
tower crane; and fault tree analysis of the reliability
of the interconnections between two platforms
(part of an EIS submission). Otherstudies involving
analysis of the complete shutdown system are
presently under discussion.

Other commercial commitments include the
application of a probabilistic assessment of
safeguards effectiveness (PASE) technique to a
reprocessing plant, extension studies for the
Sydney airport third runway risk assessment and
a hazard audit for the BHP Port Kembla works.
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The SRC will continue to develop its expertise in
the field of reliability data acquisition and analysis,
and on human factors studies.

Quality Technology Centre

The Quality Technology Centre provides quality
assurance and quality control services to Ansto
programs and industry and provides a centre for
non-destructive evaluation advice and assistance.
It has an overriding responsibility for implementing
Ansto's policy of Total Quality Management (TQM).
The Centre comprises three sections; Quality
Assurance, Quality Control and Non-Destructive
Testing (NOT) Developments.

The Quality Assurance (QA) Section provides
significant assistance to Programs across site in
the development and implementation of quality
systems to Australian Standard 3901.
Considerable effort has been expended to ensure
that Ansto complies fully with the provisions of the
Therapeutic Goods Act. The QA Engineer is now
a registered NIES consultant.

The Quality Control (QC) section has been heavily
involved in inspection services for major projects
on site including silicon irradiation rigs and the
National Medical Cyclotron. There is also an
increasing demand from industry for the Section's
expertise in undertaking quality control tests.

The Non-Destructive Testing Developments
Section's efforts have been increasingly directed
towards commercial work. A hardware/software
package for the Ultrasonic C-Scan unit has been
sold to a commercial client. Considerable progress
has been made towards application of neutron
radiography to the aerospace industry. Another
area of increasing interest to the Section and to
industry is the use of non-destructive evaluation
for the assessment of the condition of plant and
components to determine plant safety and life.

In the longer term the Quality Technology Centre
is moving to implement Ansto's Quality Policy, the
achievement of Australian Standard 3901
accreditation for the Centre, and establishment of
a national and regional reputation as a centre of
excellence.
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Program Objectives

Ansto Engineering provides specialised design,
project management and manufacturing services
for equipment related to the sate handling of
radioactive materials and the safe operation of
Ansto's reactors.

Ansto Engineering also supervises laboratory
fitouts and installations; coordinates equipment
needs for jobs involving removal and storage of
radioactive wastes; and designs and manufactures
gamma and neutron radiation shields, nuclear
medical facilities and equipment, stainless steel
and aluminium pressure and vacuum vessels,
and transport packages for radioactive material.

Key Activities

Ansto Engineering has skills in the area of nuclear
engineering unique in Australia as evidenced by
its successful design and project management of
the construction of Australia's National Medical
Cyclotron at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, at a
capital cost of $20 million.

Several nuclear engineering systems for the
National Medical Cyclotron were designed by
Ansto Engineering and constructed by local
industry. The radioactive handling cells, gas and
'rabbit' radioisotope transfer system and the
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) suite
handling facility incorporate features which are
based on the experiences gained by Ansto
Engineering over many years.

Ansto Engineering also designed and supervised
installation of safety systems to ensure a high
degree of radiation protection to the public and
the environment, while achieving staff operational
flexibility within the Cyclotron complex. These
safety systems included the selection of appropriate
construction materials to reduce induced
radioactivity caused by cyclotron radiation; a
complex ventilation system of differing air

pressures, flow rates and filtration to treat airborne
radioactivity and ensure asceptic conditions for
pharmaceutical product preparation areas under
positive pressurisation; control of radioactivity in
work areas; installation of a radioactive liquid
waste handling plant; design of a system of
duplicated electrical interlocks to ensure
radiological safety of operation; and design of a
rapid transport system to transfer liquid and
gaseous radioactive materials to the PET suite
receiving station 300m from the point of
manufacture.

The new PET suite at the Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital was designed by Engineering staff and a
contract was let for its construction. This
refurbishment was completed on time and within
budget, to the satisfaction of the hospital.

AUSANS, a small angle neutron scattering
instrument for installation in the HIFAR reactor is
being designed and manufactured by Ansto
Engineering. Construction of the building to house
the AUSANS facility was completed during the
year and the in-pile collimator was successfully
loaded into the HIFAR 6H facility. Instrument
designs are being finalised and construction of the
neutron area detector has now commenced.

Ansto Engineering
A 300 square metre laboratory extension has
been successfully completed for Australian
Radioisotopes. This extension and its complex
ventilation plant supports clean room conditions,
and has increased by half the floor area available
for the production of radiopharmaceuticals. Water
sprinklers were installed to ensure fire safety.

The new A J Woods Centre, a 1200 square metre
"incubator" building within the Business and
Technology Park, was completed on schedule
and within budget. The building featured a two
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storey structure to reinforce the entrance to the
"new Ansto" and also links the natural bush
environment to the site's existing high technology
laboratories. The A J Woods centre was entered
into the Sutherland Shire Council's Civic Design
Award Competition.

Two production rigs plus associated handling and
storage equipment were successfully designed,
manufactured and commissioned for the two 10
inch Vertical Graphite (IOVGR) facilities in HIFAR.
These rigs are used for the commercial production
of neutron transmutation doped silicon.

The Maintenance Section undertook site
refurbishing and minor works programs totalling
$1.6m, and a repair and maintenance program
totalling $0.8m. In addition to general building and
plant and equipment maintenance, work included
refurbishment of the canteen, fitout of the new
Advanced Ceramics Laboratory and facilities for
the new Hot Isostatic Press, a new foyer for
Applications of Nuclear Physics building and an
upgraded target canning laboratory for Australian
Radioisotopes.

Two important HIFAR neutron beam experiment
holes, 4HI and 4H2, were refurbished within the
period of a HIFAR extended shutdown. The holes,
which enter the heavy water tank and hence have
a high neutron flux, have been unused for six
years owing to jammed shield plugs and obsolete
neutron beam collimators. The plugs were installed
in 1959 using small clearances and surface
corrosion had occurred. Earlier attempts to remove
the shield plugs and 3 metre long rigs using 50
tonne force jacks were unsuccessful. The recent
program used a diamond drilling process for the
concrete/iron shot plug material. The waste arisings
were radioactive and a special shielded flask was
constructed for the operation. The operation was
successfully carried out. Two modem collimators
have now been installed in these two reactor beam
experiment holes.
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Program Objectives

The Nuclear Technology Program provides a major
neutron source as a national irradiation and beam
facility using the high flux Australian reactor, HIFAR;
maintains expertise for providing advice to
government on matters associated with nuclear
technology; and generates revenue to contribute
to offsetting the operating costs of HIFAR.

HIFAR Objectives

HIFAR represents a national facility for the
production of radioisotopes and research for
various fields of nuclear science and technology.
The essential reasons for continuing the operation
of HIFAR can be summarised as follows:

-To enable the domestic production of
radioisotopes for medicine, industry and research.
Ansto receives an income of about $6M annually
from the sale of radioisotopes .

- To enable neutron beam research to be carried
out in Australia. All universities in Australia have
access to HIFAR through the Australian Institute
of Nuclear Science and Engineering (AINSE).

- To enable research to be conducted into the
effects of radiation on materials and to facilitate
other unique activities such as the neutron
transmutation doping of silicon and neutron
activation analysis.

- To retain national competence in fission and
reactor technology representing a key area of
nuclear science and technology.

Key Activities

HIFAR was a significant revenue earner for Ansto
during 1990/91 with income from the commercial
irradiation of silicon alone exceeding $1.2M. Over
ten tonnes of silicon crystals were irradiated for
Japanese customers. The product, neutron

transmutation doped silicon, is used in the
manufacture of solid state electronic devices.

As a result of a joint venture with a Japanese
company one new large silicon irradiation rig was
commissioned and manufacture of a second rig is
at the commissioning stage. A further joint venture
arrangement has been entered into for the design,
manufacture and commissioning of rigs for
irradiating 100 mm diameter silicon. These will
increase the throughput to over 14 tonnes per
year. Consideration is also being given to using a
large diameter horizontal access hole for silicon
irradiation. Such a use could increase silicon
throughputto 24 tonnes peryear but would involve
a capital expenditure in excess of $2M.

Due to international corporate takeovers, almost
all commercial production of molybdenum-99 - the
'workhorse' isotope for nuclear medicine
Pharmaceuticals has passed into the hands of one
company. The production of molybdenum-99 in
HIFAR for the Australasian market coupled with
some export to South East Asia is ensuring that
the pricing of molybdenum-99 remains on a free-
trade basis.

Nuclear Technology
The use of HIFAR as a national research facility by
universities and other researchers expanded during
the year. The neutron scattering facilities remained
those greatest in demand. They are used for
determining molecular structure particularly for
new advanced materials and drugs.

Extended HIFAR Shutdown

An extended shutdown of HIFAR was held from 27
May to 17 July 1991 for an extensive overhaul and
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safety check. It has been Ansto's practice to shut
the reactor down every few years for several
weeks to carry out maintenance, inspection and
refurbishing work which cannot be carried outduring
the normal monthly shutdown.

All the fuel and heavy water were removed and a
detailed inspection of the internal surfaces and
weldsof the aluminium tankthat houses the reactor
core was made. A full inspection of the reactor
vessel was completed using high-resolution video
cameras to access areas where personnel could
not physically enter.

Other work undertaken included upgrading of the
neutron beam facilities, installation of new facilities
to increase silicon production capacity,
replacement of the heavy water moderator with a
resulting increase in isotopic purity and reduction
in fuel costs, and examination and repairs to the
concrete basin for cooling water.

This extensive inspection, overhaul and safety
check has not revealed any reason for concern
on the ability of HIFAR to function safely for many
more years.

The Nuclear Safety Bureau, which is the body
responsible to the Minister for Science and
Technology for monitoring and reviewing the safety
of HIFAR, had observers present during the

inspection of critical safety components.

HIFAR MODERNISATION
Safety Features

HIFAR is subject to a continuing review of its
safety and performance. Several changes are
being made to bring the plant more into line with
modern safety criteria.

Firstly, an additional system has been installed to
provide water to the reactor core in the unlikely

event of a loss of coolant. This system supplies
mains water to the reactor and is capable of being
turned on and off from the emergency control
room.

Secondly, the existing emergency core cooling
system is being improved with the installation of
new, higher reliability scavenge pumps.

Thirdly, the primary coolant circuit is being modified
so that in a particular loss of coolant scenario,
cooling will be automatically guaranteed instead
of having to be provided by actions by the operators.

Experimental Facilities

A major new experimental facility currently being
installed in HIFAR is a small angle neutron
scattering instrument (AUSANS) jointly funded by
AINSE and Ansto. In order to enhance the
sensitivity of the instrument through reduced
neutron background, the sample chambers, area
detector and associated electronics are housed in
a separate 90 square metre building outside the
sealed building for the reactor. Thus penetration of
the sealed building by the neutron beam tubes and
cabling for instrumentation had to be designed to
ensure the integrity of the containment building.

During the extended shutdown of HIFAR, the use
of the various faces of HI FAR for neutron scattering
are being re-arranged so as to make available one
of the faces for the AUSANS instrument. When
completed AUSANS will be used by Australian
researchers working on new materials such as
Pharmaceuticals and catalysts.
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Structural Efficiency Principle -
A Year of Achievement

During the year, Ansto moved to implement a
strategic package of reform in line with the
Structural Efficiency Principle (SEP). On 12
December, following 16 months intensive
negotiations between unions, the Department of
Industrial Relations and Ansto management, the
Industrial Relations Commission approved a new
Ansto award to apply from 20 December, 1990.

The single Ansto award replaces 12 awards and
2 determinations and incorporates a unitary salary
spine and a single system for promotion,
advancement and staff assessment. All Ansto
staff now operate under one merit promotion
scheme.

Priorto the determination, detailed work inspections
and hearings were undertaken by the Commission.
The evidence presented by Ansto management
and witnesses was exhaustive and covered a
wide range of issues. These included the
background to SEP and the program of reform
negotiated at Ansto, details of work value changes
at Ansto and the benefits to be gained by the
implementation of the total package of reform.

Corporate
In handing down his decision, Commissioner
Sheather made the following observations:

"While the Award contains, unaltered, a number
of conditions which have applied as a general
standard at Ansto, there have been areas of
significant rationalisation and the introduction of
new uniform standards.

I am satisfied that the changes, which are similar
but in some respects are more intensive in impact
than the changes which have occurred in CSIRO,

justify the increases proposed by the parties on
work value grounds. The Award itself is a significant
step forward, and both management and
employees will derive benefits with more effective
administration and easy reference to uniform
entitlements in a single clear and comprehensive
document.

The total exercise is an outstanding example of
the reform that can be achieved under the (SEP),
and all parties are to be congratulated for their part
in the exercise which has placed an important
public authority in a far better position to face the
challenges of the future".

A critical part of the SEP process is training and
during the year Ansto commenced the
implementation of a series of initiatives in this
area. This included the commencement of a Skills
Audit to be completed in early 1992.

Industrial Relations

During 1990/91 effort was directed towards
enhancing an industrial environment conducive to
the realisation of Ansto's objectives.

The task of progressively implementing the
SEPdominated the industrial scene during the
year. The Ansto (General) Award has been
substantially implemented. The new award
provides an excellent base for the development,
negotiation and implementation of Accord Mark VI
productivity enhancement measures.

A number of other industrial issues were addressed
and resolved during the year. Most significant of
these was the agreement, on a range of industrial
issues associated with the extended shut- down of
the HIFAR reactor for scheduled maintenance,
which permitted this major project to proceed in a
positive industrial climate.
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Corporate Planning

In December, 1990 Ansto published its Strategic
Plan Update. The Plan, prepared in consultation
with staff, addresses the strategies which the
Organisation will implement to achieve its
objectives. In June, 1991 the Plan was endorsed
by Ansto's new Minister, the Honourable Ross
Free.

Major activities of Ansto are planned and reviewed
in accordance with a process outlined in the Plan.
Planning and evaluation is a continual process
which involves close association with industry,
academia and the general community. Ansto
Programs operate through business plans which
are reviewed and updated annually.

In June, 1991 senior Ansto researchers participated
in a think-tank to identify priority research areas
which satisfy the requirements of the adopted
methodology and to develop a strategic research
"blueprint" for the next five year period.

Ansto has adopted a methodology analogous to
that utilised by the CSIRO to determine its research
priorities within the national context. In line with
this methodology, specific criteria for assessment
are utilised to provide an attractiveness and
feasibility "score" to determine the level of resource
investment for research projects.

Management Processes

The devolution of managerial responsibility from a
central bureaucracy to Programs continued during
the year. Central to this process is the operation of
computer based financial information and
management system (FIMS). The system, together
with a site-wide network, allows for the bulk of
Ansto's purchasing, project management,
personnel, financial management and
administrative tasks to be undertaken at the point
of operation.

Following the installation of FIMS, priority has
been accorded to increasing the utilisation of the
electronic systems available such as electronic
mail, spreadsheets and data base operation.

During the year a computer-based records
management system (TRIM) was installed. File
information is now available to staff through the
site network. Barcoding has been introduced to
enhance file tracking capabilities and to improve
the database information. Installation of TRIM has
improved access to information resources and
has improved control and decision making.

Training

Increased training activity in external courses
arising out of a marketing campaign during the
year resulted in Ansto's training program, Ansto
Training, exceeding its revenue target of $350,000
by $50,000. This additional revenue coupled with
planned budget expenditure assisted in general
upgrading of facilities and equipment.

In 1990/91 Ansto increased its market share of
science-based training courses. External training
focused on radiation protection, occupational
hygiene, and safety in the laboratory. Thirty-nine
courses were held during the year generating an
income of $216,000.

Ansto can benefit industry through the provision of
specialist courses in a range of technical areas
which utilise the extensive infrastructure support
at Lucas Heights. Courses can be tailored to the
client's specific requirements and can be held at
the client's premises thus reducing overall costs.

Developing markets for customised courses for
specific enterprises and organisations were
exploited. Twelve customised courses were
conducted off site. There is a growing market for
training in specific areas of health and safety,
laboratory safety and radiation protection.
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During the year Ansto Training participated in a
number of community service training activities.
These included the provision of staff and facilities
for the Young Achievers Program and participation
in the Technology High School links with industry
program.

During the year, two IAEA/RCA training courses,
"The Use of Computers in Technetium 99m
Imaging", and "Development of Infrastructures for
Ensuring Radiation Protection", were held. Fifteen
fellowships were supervised. Revenue for
international training amounted to $191,000.

Internal Ansto training during the year focused on
the development of skills for the implementation of
the SEP guidelines.

Negotiations were commenced with tertiary
institutions with the aim of introducing an integrated
approach to skills formation and training. The
program, which commenced during the year, aims
to enable staff to progressively develop skills in
science, technology or management consistent
with their career path choices. The program also
addresses skills requirements. Staff will be offered
modularised courses leading to accredited units in
certificate, degree and post-graduate studies.

Forty-four courses in safety training for Ansto and
CSIRO staff were conducted throughout the year.

Computing

The decision of Ansto to purchase a Fujitsu Vector
Processor 2200 supercomputer necessitated the
conversion of existing software programs and
data from an IBM environment. This complex
process of code modification, in part involving
data and processes over twenty years old has
been successful. The resulting product is simpler
and more portable than the pre-existing computer
systems.

A collaborative project between Ansto's
Biomedicine and Health Program, the National
Medical Cyclotron and the Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital to examine various techniques for image
reconstruction for PET and SPECT images
commenced during the year. The numerically
intensive capabilities of the VP2200 will be used to
examine new methods which were previously
untenable because of their computational
requirements.

Training in UNIPLEX, PC - DOS and UNIX was
undertaken during the year to increase the
computer literacy of staff.

intellectual Property

As at 30 June, 1990 Ansto holds, granted or
pending, 150 national and international patents

STAFF NUMBERS AS AT 30 JUNE 1991

FULL TIME MALE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SENIOR MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONALS
RESEARCH SCIENTISTS
TECHNICALS
ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES OFFICERS
CRAFTSPERSONS

TOTAL

1
18

182
76

251

35
126

689

FULL TIME FEMALE
0
1

28
7

22

92
14

164

PART TIME MALE
0
0
3
0
1

2
0

6

PART TIME FEMALE
0
0
0
0
3

11
35

49
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involving 35 inventions. The figures reflect a
continuing trend to decrease the patent portfolio
as a result of close monitoring of the effectiveness
of particular patents. Of the patents held, 74 relate
to Synroc technology and are held jointly with the
Australian National University; a further 20 are
held with CSIRO.

Property Management

The Ansto Lucas Heights property consists of a 70
hectare area housing reactor, laboratory and
administrative facilities. Also located within this
area are elements of CSIRC, the Australian Institute
of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Becquerel
Limited, Tracerco Australasia and other tenants.

During the year, a 1,200 square metre incubator
facility, the A J Woods Centre, constituting the
initial stage of a Business and Technology Park
development was completed on time and within
budget. The building houses Australian
Supercomputing Technology, a joint venture
between Ansto and Fujitsu Australia Limited, and
other tenants.

Ansto continued to manage the buffer zone of 1.6
km radius around the reactor HIFAR in line with
the Lucas Heights Buffer Zone Plan of Management
1986.As detailed in the plan, emphasis is placed
on the preservation of natural flora and fauna and
respect for archaeological sites.

The NSW Waste Authority rents a portion of
degraded land for the Lucas Heights Regional
Waste Management Facility. Ansto was satisfied
with the operation of the facility during the year.

Ansto property at 549 Gardeners Road, Mascot,
remained surplus during the year.

Library

During the year a Business Information Service
was established to support Ansto's

commercialisation activities. As part of this service
national and international on-line data banks were
accessed. The service assists Ansto Programs in
the identification of domestic and international
markets for products and services. The service
also assists Programs in targeting particular
companies within identified market niches.

As part of a strategy of introducing new technology
to enhance information services the United States
National Technical Information Service was
changed from hard-copy to CD-ROM (Compact
Disc - Read Only Memory). CD-ROM provides a
cost-effective way to store such information and
enhances awareness and use of the extensive
microfiche and hard-copy technical report
collections held in the Library.

The Library further integrated its activities into the
site-wide computer network. Any Ansto staff
membercanutilisehis/herterminalfornew material
in the Library and requests for items can be
processed electronically.

Security

Australia has international and national obligations
to accord adequate physical protection measures
to protect nuclear facilities and inventory. Such
protection is undertaken in accordance with
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
guidelines.

During the year, a review of site security
arrangements was undertaken, with special
emphasis on savings that might accrue by the
application of technology, in lieu of the relatively
expensive Australian Protective Service guarding
component provided as part of a tied relationship
with Ansto.

The Ansto Board endorsed the proposal to seek
ministerial approval for the ending of the tied
relationship with the APS; accepted an overall
physical protection strategy to lessen the reliance
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on guarding resources through the introduction of
electronic access control system; and agreed to
use private security services for certain tasks.

A preliminary design brief for the system was
prepared during the year and submitted to the
Australian Safeguards Office for consideration.

Audit

Following a decision in early 1990 to disband the
in-house internal audit unit, this function was
performed throughout 1990-91 by the accounting
firm Price Watemouse. The scope of the internal
audit included a full review and test of the central
business system, a full scope review and test of
the ARI business system, computer installation
and software review and assessment and a
business organisation review. The results of these
audits were satisfactory.

The decision to contract out this function resulted
in a saving of $110,000. The arrangement also
benefited the range of skills the contractor was
able to bring to audits. Price Waterhouse has
been retained as internal auditor for the 1991-92
financial year.

The Australian National Audit Office (ANAO), in
accordance with the requirement of the Ansto Act
continued to audit and report on the annual financial
statements of the Organisation. In accordance
with government policy and because Ansto holds
majority equity in the company Enviromet Limited
and Australian Supercomputing Technology, the
ANAO will also act as auditor for each of these
organisations.

During the year the EEO Officer commenced
reporting direct to the Executive Director. This
change reflected an acknowledgment that EEO
not only carries with it moral obligations but has
economic parameters as Ansto seeks to take
maximum advantage of all its human resources.

Consultants engaged during the period

• The following consultants were engaged
during the year:

Andrew Bellingham and Associates to
• manage the Mount View Laboratory based

rare earth process project for at least six
months from January 1991.

• Pierre Robert Cochrane to assist in the
provision of a Public Affairs and information
service for nine months from March 1991.

• Messrs Price Waterhouse for auditing
services for a period of at least one year from
October 1990.

• Graham Koenig to provide commercial
development services for a period of one
year from November 1990.

• S.C.Beere to provide commercial services
concerning the Business and Technology
Park for a period of one year from July 1990.

E E O

A review of the implementation of Ansto's EEO
Program was undertaken in June 1991. Substantial
progress has been made in implementing the 25
objectives in Ansto's Program although a statistical
database has yet to be established.
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Fraud control

During the year a biennial analysis and assessment
of fraud risk was continued. Fraud control at Ansto
is predicated on staff awareness and the application
of risk management principles at each operational
unit level. The organisation continues to operate in
a low fraud risk environment.

Legal Advice

Ansto's various research and commercial
operations require constant access to a high level
of legal advice. A senior adviser from the Australian
Government Solicitor's Office continued full time
involvement in this area.

Business Administration

The Business Administration program delivers
financial management and supply services across
the Organisation. While opportunity has been taken
to decentralise administrative functions, except
for ARI whose accounts are maintained separately,
the key areas of accounts receivable, accounts
payable and maintenance of prime ledgers remains
under central corporate responsibility.

The keynote of the year was the introduction on 1
July 1990 of a new comprehensive fully integrated
accounting system. After much consideration the
Prophecy accounting system was chosen to
capture and deliver financial management
information through the current decade. Prophecy
operates on a UNIX based system and is linked to
users outside of Corporate through an Ethernet
network based on fibre optics. The system provides
managers with the necessary accounting tool for
effective day-to-day management and allows
executive management to monitor closely overall
performance. The system is now fully functional
and provided the platform of information for
production of the 1990/91 Ansto financial
statements.

On February 1, 1991 Ansto acquired all of the
shares in (then) Fox Anamet Pty Ltd and Pluteus
(230) Pty Ltd. The companies operate in the field
of metallurgical and environmental analysis. Fox
Anamet has been renamed Enviromet and
converted to a public company. Acquisition of
these companies has created the need to produce
for the first time Group financial statements.

Financial Statements

In accordance with Section 63 M(l) of the Audit
Act, Group financial statements have been
prepared for the year ending 30 June 1991. These
are presented in this report and comprise
Statements of Assets and Liabilities, Capital
Accumulation, Activity, Sources and Applications
of Funds, and Notes to and forming part of the
Financial Statements. The Financial Statements
are prepared having regard to the principles of
accrual accounting and are in accord with
Guidelines for Financial Statements approved by
the Department of Finance. The Report of the
Australian National Audit Office in regard to these
Statements is also presented immediately following
the Financial Statements.

Budget Allocation

Ansto is Budget dependent. Parliamentary
appropriation of $62.577M, representing an
increase of 8.8% on the previous year, directly
funded research programs and major works.
Continuation of Government policy caused the
Organisation to pay to Government a further
efficiency dividend of $0.474M representing a rate
of 1.25% on the applicable running cost component
of Budget funding.

External Revenue

The Government decision in 1989 to allow Ansto
to retain all self generated commercial revenue
has beenof critical importance. The joint stimulation
of a revenue target of 30% of appropriation by
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1992/93 and full retention has seen this target
effectively achieved in 1990/91.

Ansto generated commercial revenue in 1990/91
totalled $19.4M (1989/90 - $13.95M) and
comprised Sales $11.6M (1989/90 - $5.06M),
Australian Radioisotopes operations $6.5M (1989/
90 - $5.75M) and other revenue $1.3M (1989/90 -
$3.14M).

Achievement of $19.4M in revenue represents
31% of total appropriation.

A key feature of the new Prophecy accounting
system has been the management of "receivables".
Sales recognition is immediate with invoice
production. Sales statistics are available on
demand.

At 30 June 1991 outstanding trade debtors totalled
$I.9M. While a small provision has been made for
doubtful debts, the full amount is regarded as
collectable.

Revenue generated by Program is depicted in Fig.
1 opposite.

Expenditure

The program of expenditure implemented during
the year was broadly in line with the approved
Strategic Plan. Delay in acquiring the
Supercomputer and establishment of the joint
venture with Fujitsu Australia Pty Ltd to operate a
Supercomputing Bureau provided the funding
opportunity to acquire Fox Anamet Pty Ltd and
Pluteus (230) Pty Ltd.

The broad profile of total operating and capital
expenditure by Program is depicted in Fig.2.

In accordance with the broad policy identified in
the Strategic Plan spending emphasis focused on
replacing obsolete equipment and refurbishing
buildings and site services. Major expenditure

Revenue
1990-91

Fig.1

Eicmeaicine & Hoaitti 1%
Mucioor Phvstcs 3*

Occ Hoaltn 8, Safety 3*

industrial Teen 5«

Nuclear TecnnciOQy 6%

Advanced Materials 7%

was incurred against:

• Cyclotron Facility - $8.76M. This project is
scheduled for completion in February 1992.

•SYNROC Demonstration Plant, Stage 2-$1.65M.
Stage 2 work is now complete.

• Australian Radioisotope Production Facilities -
$0.91 M. This project is now complete.

Ansto Expenditure Profile
1990-91

ARI m
$8274000

Nuc Salely Bureau
£685000

Nuclear Technology 9*
$7560000

Engineering 14
$12232000

Health 8 Salely
3% $2070000

Research 40%
$34170000

Fig.2

Corporale 23%
$19980000
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• Tandem Accelerator - $0.47M. This project is
effectively complete.

• Business and Technology Park Incubator Facility
• $1.32M. This project is effectively complete.

• Australian Small Angle Neutron Scattering
Instrument (AUSAN) - $0.27M

• HIFAR modernisation - $0.19M

• Animal House upgrade - $0.37M

•Plant & equipment upgrade & replacement -
$4.52M.

• Buildings & Works - $0.26M.

The impact of the decision to place emphasis on
buildings and equipment upgrade is shown
in the capital investment profile over the past four
years as depicted in Fig.3.

Fig.3
Capital Investment

Millions

1988

1988 to 1991

1989 1990

IH Capital Investment

1991
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Program Objective

The objective of the Occupational Health and
Safety Program is to ensure a safe and healthy
working environment forAnsto staff and members
of the public.

Key Activities

The Occupational Health and Safety Program
continued to provide effective services to the staff
employed at the Lucas Heights Research
Laboratories. Amongst these activities were
occupational medical services, radiation protection,
occupational hygiene, and safety and emergency
services.

The program activities included consultancy and
analytical services to national and international
companies, and Commonwealth and State
Government departments and agencies,
particularly in radiation protection and occupational
hygiene. Revenue of $700,000 exceeded the
revenue target of $250,000.

It was pleasing to note that in its Annual Report for
1989/90, the Safety Review Committee stated
that Ansto's operations were in general well
controlled and safe for its staff and for members of

Assessment Committee on an annual basis. The
number of accident reports decreased for the fifth
year in a row, with a 25% reduction in accident
reports this year.

A detailed computer-based information system is
operational which provides a history of every project
for which safety approval has been issued by the
Safety Assessment Committee, and a work-related
radiation exposure history for every Ansto
employee.

As part of its commercial program, a number of
conferences and seminars were held on current
topics in occupational health.

Policy

Ansto's commitment to the occupational health
and safety of its staff, and for the safety of the
general public is unequivocal. In observance of
these commitments Ansto has established the
following Occupational Health and Safety Policy.

"The Executive Director is responsible for the
safety of all work carried out by the staff of Ansto.
He is empowered to enforce such actions as he
considers necessary to protect the occupational
health and safety of all employees and the safety

Occupational Health and Safety
the public. The Safety Review Committee (SRC)
is established pursuant to Section 26 of the Ansto
Act and is responsible for reviewing and assessing
the effectiveness of the standards, practices and
procedures adopted by Ansto to ensure the safety
of its operations. The SRC reports to the Minister
for Science and Technology.

Staff continued to be involved in improvements to
occupational health and safety. All planned
operations and activities were subjected to regular
safety assessment and evaluated by Ansto's Safety

of the general public, the environment and Ansto
premises and plant.

Each employee and visitor and contractor working
on Ansto's behalf is responsible for observing all
safety rules and procedures. These will be issued
as safety directives, procedural manuals and
information circulars.

Line management at every level of the organisation
is responsible for ensuring that operations are
undertaken in accordance with authorised
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procedures, and that staff are appropriately trained
in these operations and are made aware of
occupational health and safety aspects.

The occupational health and safety aspects of all
operations, plant and apparatus, including building
construction and modifications, capableof affecting
the health and safety of staff and public shall be
subject to safety assessment whilst being planned
and shall be monitored throughout the duration of
their operation.

The exposure of persons working at the Lucas
Heights Research Laboratories to chemical and
physical agents will be controlled and monitored
so such exposure will be kept within safe levels as
established by legislation, codes of practice and
other international and national practices.

All staff employed at the Lucas Heights Research
Laboratories are to be encouraged to participate
in occupational health and safety matters. To this
end Workplace Safety Committees have been
established with a reporting and reviewing
arrangement with the Peak Council through a
Central Safety Coordinating Committee".

This policy has the agreement and endorsement
of employees through the Peak Council of Ansto.

Workplace Safety Committees

The involvement of staff in occupational health
and safety matters is encouraged through the
work of a number of Work place Safety Committees
which are established in accordance with NSW
legislation. The activities of these committees is
coordinated by a Central Safety Coordinating
Committee. All of these committees have elected
staff representation. The NSW Trades and Council
Occupational Health Officer is a member of the
Central Safety Coordinating Committee.

There were no requirements to take action under
Sections 30,45,46,47 and 68 of the Occupational

Health and Safety (Commonwealth Employment)
Act 1991. Health and Safety representatives are
in the process of being elected from designated
work groups within Ansto as required by this Act.

Training of staff was a priority during the year. A
total of 683 people, approximately three quarters
of the staff, received training through 44 courses
in aspects of occupational health and safety.

Radiation Exposure

During 1991 the National Health and Research
Council is expected to introduce revised radiation
protection limits following the 1991 International
Commission of Radiation Protection
recommendations. The new standard will set an
upper limit of 20 mSv per year for radiation workers
which may be averaged over five years with
individual doses not exceeding 100 mSv in the five
year period and no annual whole body dose to
exceed SOmSv.

Ansto is already working towards the adoption of
the new limits. During the year 652 staff were
individually monitored for exposure to ionising
radiation. In 1990/91 three staff members will
slightly exceed 20 mSv. These staff were not
associated with reactor operations. No person
exceeded the current recommended annual limit
of 50 mSv.

Accidents and Incidents

During the year no serious incidents associated
with exposure to toxic chemicals or radiation were
reported. There were no fires or reported cases of
cancer associated with work at the Lucas Heights
Research Laboratories.
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Injury Reports Numbers of Staff
Year Total Total
85/86 460 1040
86/87 375 1026
87/88 286 916
88/89 214 912
89/90 147 854
90/91 121 878

Accident Factor
Slip, trip or fall 22
Manually handling objects 41
Struck by moving or falling objects 4
Stepping OR or bumping against
fixed stationary objects 3
Vehicles 1
Hand tools or machinery 4
Electricity 1
Radioactive materials 8
Flames and hot substances 1
Chemicals 2
Sport 11
Travel 7
Other 16
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The revision of the plan for the Lucas Heights
Research Laboratories has been necessitated by
the proclamation of the NSW State Emergency
and Rescue Management Act 1990, which provides
for considerable organisational changes to those
contained in the superseded legislation.

An emergency response exercise involving the
NSW Fire Brigade and Ambulance Services,
together with Ansto staff was held during 1991.
The exercise scenario envisaged a fire in the
control room electronic equipment of the HIFAR
reactor. The exercise identified a number of small
procedural problems which are being rectified to
make fire protection and emergency response
more effective.

Local Liaison Working Party

A Local Liaison Working Party (LLWP) with
representatives from Ansto, NSW State
Government Authorities and the Sutherland Shire
Council has been in existence for many years.
This committee is tasked with the production of
emergency response plans and the provision of
services to the Lucas Heights Research
Laboratories in an emergency.

Currently the LLWP is updating the emergency
response plan for the Lucas Heights Research
Laboratories and is producing a plan for the
National Medical Cyclotron Project located at the
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Camperdown, NSW.
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External Affairs
Program Objectives

External Affairs Program facilitates Ansto's
effective promotion of Australia's national and
international strategic interests in nuclear
technology and ensures that Australia furthers its
nuclear technology policies and interests through
access to the core of nuclear expertise maintained
by the Organisation.

Key Activities

This year has been particularly noteworthy for
the expansion of Ansto' s overseas activities aimed
at maintaining a high profile for Ansto's nuclear
expertise vital in promoting commercial and
technical opportunities.

Overseas Linkages

The ASTEC Report "Small Country - Big Science"
gave recognition to the need of Australian scientists
for access to major overseas particle beam neutron
source and synchrotron radiation facilities, and
led to significant new roles for Ansto which was
given the management role for these initiatives.

representation in three Counsellor (Nuclear) posts
based at the Australian High Commission, London
and Australian Embassies in Vienna and
Washington DC. These posts primarily facilitate
technical contacts with the OECD/Nuclear Energy
Agency and the International Atomic Energy
Agency and provide essential linkages between
Ansto and those geographical regions most active
in nuclear science and technology.

Bilateral Cooperation

The increased profile of Ansto in national science
and technology issues led to involvement in high
level bilateral consultations with several countries,
including participation by the Executive Director
in the Australia/China Joint Science & Technology
Commission visits in China, and visits to Ansto by
the Republic of Korea Science & Technology
delegation.

An active program of technical exchanges
commenced between Ansto and the Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute. Current
collaborative project areas are advanced materials,
environmental science, neutron scattering, nuclear
materials safeguards and radiopharmaceutical
production. Discussions also took place on R&D
collaboration under Memoranda of Understanding

External Interaction
To facilitate this access, government funding has
been made available to support travel by Australian
scientists to a range of overseas big science
facilities. Formal agreements were negotiated with
the European Organisation for Nuclear Research
(CERN) in Geneva and with the Photon Factory at
Tsukuba, Japan, where an Australian National
Beamline Facility is being constructed .

As an integral part of its international linkages,
Ansto maintains specialised overseas

(MOUs) concluded between Ansto
organisations in China and the USSR.

and

Advice was provided to Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and Australian
International Development Assistance Bureau
(AIDAB) in relation to the development and
implementation of proposed new phases of the
nuclear technical cooperation programs with
Indonesia and Malaysia and in relation to a
requested new program with Thailand.
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Second International Conference on Nuclear
Cooperation in Asia

The second International Conference on Nuclear
Cooperation in Asia, a Japanese initiative for
regional nuclear cooperation, took place in March
1991 in Tokyo. The Australian delegation was led
by Dr Neal Blewett, Minister for Overseas
Development and Trade Negotiations, with Ansto's
Executive Director as deputy leader. Ansto
undertook to host one of the four Working Group
meetings that resulted from the Conference, on a
nuclear medicine topic.

International Agencies

As Australia's national nuclear institute.Ansto
continued to maintain the technical basis of
Australia's relationship with the IAEA. Ansto
participated in a wide range of IAEA expert
meetings on safe operation of research reactors,
radiological consequences of the Chernobyl
accident, radiation processing, industrial
radiotracers, and radioactive waste management.
Ansto provided representatives to IAEA advisory
committees including the Standing Advisory Group
on Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials, the
International Nuclear Data Committee, the
International Nuclear Waste Advisory Committee
and the International Nuclear Information System.
Several Ansto staff were provided for secretariat
positions in the IAEA Departments of Safeguards
and Technical Cooperation.

Ansto participated in IAEA Coordinated Research
Programs on radiopharmaceuticals, radioactive
wasteforms and repository performance, nuclear
reaction analysis, soil erosion studies, neutron
activation analysis and detection methods for
irradiated foods. In addition, research in support of
the IAEA safeguards development program was
undertaken within two projects on behalf of the
Australian Safeguards Office.

A major local event was the successful

organisation of the IAEA Regional Public
Information Seminar held in Canberra in August
1990. Around 40 media participants from 9 regional
countries plus Australia, including the IAEA Director
General, Dr Hans Blix, took part in an awareness
raising and informative exchange on the role
of nuclear energy in society.

Ansto continued to provide technical support and
coordination for the South East Asia regional
Nuclear Technology Program of AIDAB. Ansto's
Executive Director is the National Coordinator for
the IAEA's Regional Cooperative Agreement (RCA)
for Research, Development and Training Related
to Nuclear Science and Technology.

The Executive Director represented Australia at
the Annual General Conference of the Regional
Co-operative Agreement (RCA). The Director,
External Affairs attended the RCA Working Group
meeting held in March 1991 in Ho Chi Minn City,
Vietnam. A major preoccupation of these meetings
this year was the finalising and promotion of a
proposal for a new United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) funded regional industrial project
on nuclear applications to cover the next five year
UNDP cycle.

Three regional IAEA training courses were held in
Australia - "Use of Computers in Technetium
Imaging", "Radiation Protection Infrastructures,"
and "Radiation Curing of Surface Coatings". In
addition 13 IAEA Fellows received individual
training attachments to Ansto Programs and a
large number of expert assignments were
undertaken for IAEA technical cooperation projects
in developing countries.

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency has a
membership drawn from countries advanced in
nuclear developments. Participation in Nuclear
Energy Agency (N EA) activities therefore enables
Ansto to keep updated on current nuclear trends
and developments. Ansto contributed to NEA
programs on nuclear safety, radiation protection
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and public health, the nuclear fuel cycle and
radioactive waste management. The Counsellor
(Nuclear) in London was particularly involved in
the exercise of setting forward priorities for the
NBA.

National Science and Technology Activities

In addition to its roles in relation to international
big science activities, Ansto gained an increased
profile in national S&T policy matters through the
membership by the Executive Director on the
Consultative Committee on Science and
Technology and on the International Science and
Technology Advisory Committee. In addition,
contributing to the ASTEC "Setting Directions"
exercise for the Government's White Paper on
Science Policy has been an important priority for
Ansto during this year. An Ansto officer has been
seconded to ASTEC for this exercise and is
involved in the Working Group on national interest
areas and the ASTEC study of major national
research facilities for Australia over the next
decade.

Nuclear Services

Ansto officers participated in bilateral nuclear
cooperation and safeguards consultations held
between Australia and Japan (on two occasions)
and Canada, and also participated in the
negotiations with Indonesia for a nuclear science
and technology agreement.

The updating of international nuclear energy
developments was maintained and assessments
provided to Ansto management, together with
reviews of current developments for more general
distribution.

IAEA Safeguards Inspectors visited the Lucas
Heights Research Laboratories four times during
the year to verify Ansto's stocks of nuclear material.
Inspectors from the Australian Safeguards Office,

Canberra, carried out monthly audit and inspection
activities on Ansto's nuclear materials accounts.

The Nuclear Safeguards Officer spent a month at
the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
(KAERI) as part of the collaborative agreement
between Ansto and KAERI working on aspects of
nuclear materials accountancy and control
systems.

Developments were monitored on the reprocessing
of research reactor spent fuel and an initial loading
of HI FAR spent fuel was prepared for shipment.
Additional interim storage was installed for HIFAR
spent fuel.

A contract was negotiated with Atomic Energy of
Canada Ltd to replace 12 tonnes of downgraded
heavy water from HIFAR with 12 tonnes of
upgraded heavy water. This will result in better
utilisation of HIFAR fuel with operating savings of
$100,000/pa.

A contract for the supply of 150 Hifar fuel elements
was negotiated with AEA Technology, Dounreay
fordelivery and payment overthree financial years.
This will provide sufficient fuel to 1997.

Commercial liaison with Ansto's customers for
silicon irradiation was maintained and annual
contracts renegotiated. One customer has agreed
to fund an expansion in capacity in exchange for
exclusive use of the new facilities.
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Program Objectives

Public Affairs Program aims to ensure a well
informed understanding ofAnsto objectives and
activities within all levels of the community,
government and industry.

Key Activities

The Public Affairs Unit took every opportunity to
provide factual material on major activities and
milestones of Ansto. Product stories and news
releases were made available to specific media
and the trade press. Included were a number of
exciting new product announcements aimed at
medical writers concerning a new high quality
bone imaging reagent developed and
manufactured by Australian Radioisotopes.

Publications

Ansto's Public Affairs Unit publications included a
quarterly magazine, Ansto Technology, which
included a series of articles aimed at informing the
community on Ansto activities and products, as
well as explaining the aims and objectives of core
science projects undertaken by Ansto's
researchers.

Public Affairs

Staff were kept informed of current events by a
monthly in-house newsletter, Ansto News, which
included management information and staff news
in an easy to read format. The Unit also produced
a range of brochures on specific subjects.

Ansto's Public Affairs Unit assisted the "Beyond
2000" film crew with the filming of a story on
Uranium Mountain. Assistance was provided to
the BBC's Bristol Television Natural History Unit
with their documentary, Secret of the Sands, on

the radiological fieldwork of the Technical
Assessment Group (TAG) studies on rehabilitation
of the former nuclear test sites at Maralinga and
Emu. A TCN Channel 9 crew also filmed
background footage on HIFAR during the year.

Site Visits

To ensure that Ansto communicated effectively
with senior high school and university
students, the Public Affairs Unit continued to
sponsor a successful program of tours. All site
tours were cancelled from 11 February until 21
March during the Gulf War for security reasons.
When reinstituted an average of seventy-two
students a day visited site to see HIFAR, the
Tano'em Accelerator, Australian Radioisotopes
and Synroc. Grouptours were organised for Rotary,
Probus, and Lions Clubs. Victorian and NSW
Industrial Mobilisation Course participants also
visited Ansto.

Two private invitation days were also held for
heads of industry, academia and the professions.

Community Contact

The Local Liaison Forum is a mechanism for the
exchange of views and information between the
local community, Sutherland Shire Council and
Ansto; it continued to meet every two months
during the financial year. This forum promotes a
full and frank discussion of local issues and provides
an opportunity for Ansto's scientists to give an
illustrated talk on their specialist area promoting
the level of understanding of Ansto's activities
within the Shire.

Royal Easter Show

Public Affairs organised Ansto's exhibit at the
Royal Easter Show from 22 March to 2 April. RAS
Authorities estimate 60,000 people passed the
stand situated in theTechnology Pavilion. A model
of the reactor HIFAR and a test rig designed and
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built by Isotope Technology successfully captured
public interest.

The Science Teachers Association of NSW
organised a questionnaire for high school students
which contained five questions on Ansto. A constant
stream of high-school students visited the Ansto
stand to obtain answers. Forty seven employees
from all Program Areas helped Public Affairs staff
the stand.

Open Days

To promote Ansto, a series of Open Days were
planned for July 1991. The Public Affairs Unit
convened a series of preparatory planning
meetings to coordinate overall site preparation
and displays, and advised the local community,
schools, universities, TAPE colleges and targeted
businesses with a Guide Booklet.

Seminars

A major event organised by External Affairs but
facilitated by Public Affairs was the IAEA three day
Regional Public Information Seminar held in
Canberra in August 1990 . This seminar, on the
role of nuclear energy in society, was an awareness
raising and informative exchange at which 40
media participated from 9 regional countries.
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The Nuclear Safety Bureau (NSB), established
under the Ansto Act (1987), is responsible to the
Minister for Science and Technology for monitoring
and reviev/mg the safety of the research reactors
HIFAR and Moata and their associated plant
operated by Ansto at the Lucas Heights Research
Laboratories.

In carrying out these functions the NSB acts
independently of line management and undertakes
reviews, inspections and audits subject to
resources available to determine whether all
reasonably practicable measures are being taken
by Ansto to ensure its reactors are operated safely.

The NSB also provides quarterly reports to the
Minister on matters related to its functions. A
summary of NSB activities for the period 1990-91
is included as an Appendix with the Annual Report
of the Safety Review Committee.

Other functions assigned to the NSB by the Ansto
Board, and for which the NSB is responsible to the
Board, include the provision of technical safety
advice to Government on visits by nuclear powered
warships to Australian ports, and maintaining
technical contact with specific activities of the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA).

Nuclear Safety Bureau

During the year, NSB staff attended meetings of
the Visiting Ship Panel (Nuclear) (VSP(N)), the
interdepartmental committee responsible for
arrangements for visits by nuclear powered
warships to Australian ports. As part of the
Technical Sub-committee of the VSP(N), NSB
staff visited Tasmania and Queensland to discuss
with State Government officials revalidation of
berths and anchorages, and the revision of Port
Safety Plans.

Meetings of the OECD NEA Committees on the
Regulatory Activities were attended in Paris by the
Director as the Australian delegate: Australia was
represented by an NSB staff memberatthe meeting
of the NEA Committee on Radiation Protection
and Public Health, also held in Paris.
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The Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and
Engineering (AINSE) continued to provide the
valuable and unique service of bringing together
researchers from member universities throughout
Australia to collaborate in the use of the national
facilities at Lucas Heights. At Lucas Heights, the
Australian Nuclear The Australian Institute of
Nuclear Science and Engineering (AINSE)
continued to provide the valuable and unique
service of bringing together researchers from
member universities throughout Australia to
collborate in the use of the national facilities at
Lucas Heights. At Lucas Heights, the Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
and CSIRO have established world recognised
and broad ranging programs in areas of vital
importance to the nation. AINSE plays a key role
in the national research effort by linking this
expertise to research conducted by universities
and other government institutions and industry.

Major activities in 1990 included the organisation
of two national conferences, the support of fifteen
AINSE Postgraduate Awards, five Postdoctoral
Fellowships and the provision of 104 Grants. AINSE
also added to and up-graded its scientific
equipment at Lucas Heights available to member
organisations, as well as providing assistance

Incorporation

On 9 August 1990, the Institute was incorporated
under the NSW Associations Incorporation Act
1984.

Membership

The twenty-four member organisations constituting
the Institute were twenty-two Australian
universities, Ansto and CSIRO. This includes
Swinburne Institute of Technology which was
granted interim membership, pending a possible
amalgamation with LaTrobe University. Extension
of AINSE membership to include organisations in
the Asia-Pacific region was identified as a future
objective.

Funds provided by member organisations and
other sources for 1990 totalled $1,381,133 and
AINSE expenditure forthe period was$1,161,453.

The Australian Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(AUSANS) Facility

The importance of the construction of this major
facility and the wide range of industrial applications
of small angle neutron scattering is well recognised.

Australian Institute of

Nuclear Science and Engineering
with the design and construction of a major new
neutron scattering facility (AUSANS). These
activities involved support for visits and
attachments to Lucas Heights of more than 220
university staff and research students representing
a total of 1,900 person days. Disciplines
represented included physics, chemistry, biology,
geology, geography, engineering, agriculture,
archaeology, anthropology, sociology, medicine,
environmental and veterinary sciences.

The scientific design of the facility is almost
complete and the project is generally on schedule.
It is expected to be operational in April 1992. The
Institute has invested $400,000 on this facility over
a period of 4 years.

Postgraduate Research Awards

Now that the Australian Postgraduate Research
Award (APRA) is more widely available through
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universities, AINSE awards are being offered
mainly as "supplements" to holders of the APRA or
its equivalent. This package is a very attractive
support for commencing a research career, with
the additional benefit of access to the special
facilities and expertise at Lucas Heights.

Postdoctoral Fellowships

A new scheme has been introduced in which high
priority areas of research to member organisations
are identified. The Fellow is usually attached to the
Institute at Lucas Heights with some time spent at
one or more member universities. A principle
objective of this scheme is to ensure a greater
distribution of benefits to AINSE member
organisations.

Conferences

AINSE conferences play a major part in the
information exchange process which is of vital
importance for Australia's future industrial and
technological development. These conferences
have been identified as a successful and valuable
AINSE activity and are the only conferences held
in Australia in most of the specialised areas.
Participants from member organisations are
assisted with travel and accommodation
expenses and receive a 100% discount on
registration fees. Regular national conferences on
nucleartechniquesof analysis, radiation chemistry,
radiation biology, nuclear physics, plasma physics,
neutron scattering and engineering are organised.

Conferences held in 1990-91 were the 15th
AINSE Radiation Chemistry Conference, 5-7
November, 1990 and the 18th AINSE Plasma
Physics Conference, 4-6 February, 1991. AINSE
conferences can be considered an eligible training
program under the Training Guarantee Act (May
1990). Opportunities to expand participation to
industry and generate income are therefore
available.

AINSE Promotional Program

AINSE continued its program of raising its public
profile and ensuring its facilities and services are
promoted efficiently throughout the universities.

Office Bearers 1990-91

President: Professor P. Fisher (Uni. of Wollongong)
Vice President: Professor J.H.O'Donnell (Uni. of
Q'ld) Professor L. Lindoy (James Cook Uni.of
North Q'ld)
Scientific Secretary: Dr. R.B.Gammon
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Freedom of Information

In compliance with Section 8 of the Freedom of
Information Act 1982 the following is the annual
statement on consultative arrangements,
categories of documents maintained and facilities
and procedures for access to documents relating
to Ansto. Details of the functions, membership of
the Board and decision making powers are
contained in the Annual Report. This statement is
correct to June 1991.

ARRANGEMENTS
PARTICIPATION

FOR EXTERNAL

Bodies appointed under the Ansto Act

The Safety Review Committee, consisting of a
chairperson and three members, is appointed by
and reports to, the Minister. The majority of
members are not Ansto staff.

Members of staff have been appointed by the
Board to the Nuclear Safety Bureau which is
responsible to the Minister for monitoring and
reviewing the safety of nuclear plant operated by
Ansto.

Liaison Groups

Program Advisory Committees (PAC's) for each of
Ansto's Program areas assist in the assessment
and evaluation of research and development
activities. Members are drawn from industry,
commerce, government and academia and Ansto
staff.

The Local Liaison Working Party (LLWP),
established in 1967, is comprised of
representatives from the NSW Police, NSW
Ambulance, Board of Fire Commissioners, State
Emergency Services, Health and Planning
Departments and Ansto and reviews procedures
applicable in an emergency at the Lucas Heights
Research Laboratories which could have
implications for the public.

The Local Liaison Forum, established in 1985,
provides a forum for an exchange of views and
information between the local community and
Ansto.

The Nuclear Medicine Liaison Committee,
established in 1986, provides for interaction and
collaboration between Ansto's clients in the nuclear
medicine community and the radiopharmaceutical
research and production groups.

Management Advisory Committees

The Central Safety Coordinating Committee was
established to provide participation by
management and staff in the development, review
and implementation of Ansto's occupational health
and safety policies. The membership includes
representatives of unions and staff associations,
the NSW Labor Council and Ansto.

Ansto/NSW Government Arrangements

Ansto is located in New South Wales. It operates
consistently with NSW requirements where there
is no existing, parallel Federal law. Ansto liaises
with a range of NSW departments and authorities
responsible for safety, environmental planning
and related matters.

Associated Organisation

The Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and
Engineering is an association of Ansto, CSIRO
and 21 universities which arranges access by staff
and students of Australian universities and
institutes of technology to the national facilities at
Ansto.

Other Arrangements

Less formal arrangements exist for discussions,
exchanges of view and/or collaboration with
organisations outside the Commonwealth
administration including municipal and shire
councils, universities, standards bodies,
professional societies, unions and staff
associations, industrial groups and international
nuclear agencies.

Facilities for Access

Freedom of Information reading facilities are
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provided in the Reception and Information Centre
at the entrance to Lucas Heights Research Labo-
ratories. Other arrangements for access may be
made by communicating with Mr D O'Sullivan,
Corporate Affairs. Written requests for access to
documents under FOI should be addressed initally
to The General Manager, Corporate, Ansto,
Private Mail Bag 1, Menai, NSW 2234, Australia.
The General Manager, Scientific, General Man-
ager, Corporate, General Manager, Commercial,
The Director, Nuclear Safety Bureau, and the
Director, External Affairs have been appointed as
authorised officers under Section 23 of the FOI
Act.

CATEGORIES OF DOCUMENTS UNDER THE
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT, 1982

Available for purchase
Computer software packages, computer printouts,
technical books and reports, International Nuclear
Information System (INIS) documents.

Available on request
(single copies free, a charge may be made for
multiple copies)

Ansto Technology, Ansto News, Ansto Update,
Annual Report, Program of Research, Strategic
Plan, promotional literature, videos (under loan
arrangements).

Documents held by Ansto and documents
related to the decision making process

Cabinet documents relating to matters in which
Ansto has an interest, Ministerial correspondence
and directions, Ansto Board agenda, memoranda
and decisions, deeds, legal contracts and formal
agreements, Standing Committee agendas,
minutes and submissions and employment,
delegations, security, finance and accounting
handbooks and manuals.

General correspondence

Ministerial briefs, speeches, conference papers
for national and international meetings,
Parliamentary questions and answers, cables,
telexes and facsimiles, general records files and
records of telephone conversations.

Technical documents

Scientific and technical reports and laboratory
notes comprising patents and inventions, computer
tapes and printouts, plant and equipment operating
manuals, maintenance, quality assurance and
safety manuals, reactor operating authorisations,
records and log books, radioisotope quality control
procedures manuals, radioisotope inquiries,
catalogues and price lists, engineering service
general records, nuclear material movement
vouchers and accounting records and photographs
and radiographs.

Health and Safety related documents

Staff medical records, safety related survey
records, film badge and radiological records,
accident reports and emergency response
procedures.

Administration documents

Personnel records including staff promotion files,
organisation and establishment reports,
compensation files, word processor disc systems
for administrative instructions and information
storage, staff lists and classifications, accounting
records, payroll, flexitime and overtime records,
tender and contract documents, building plans
and specifications and instructions, directives,
orders, memoranda, bulletins, notices and
information.

Other documents

Drawing Office records including plans, microfilm
and drawings, maps and photographs.

Nuclear Safety Bureau (NSB) documents held
by Ansto.

Technical notes, reports and memoranda, reports
to the Minister, reports to Ansto.

ENABLING LEGISLATION

The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation Act 1987 was given Royal Assent on
13 March 1987. Sections 5 and 6 of this Act
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defines the functions and general powers of the
Organisation as-

(1 )(a) to undertake research and development in
relation to -
(i) nuclear science and nuclear technology

(ii) the production and use of radioisotopes, and
the use of isotopic techniques and nuclear
radiation, for medicine, science, industry,
commerce and agriculture; and
(iii) such other matters as the Minister directs;
(b) to encourage and facilitate the application and
utilisation of the results of such research and
development;
(c) to provide and sell goods (whether produced by
the Organisation or purchased or otherwise
acquired by the Organisation) and services-
(i) in connection with the production and use of
radioisotopes, and the use of isotopic techniques
and nuclear radiation, for medicine, science,
industry, commerce and agriculture; or
(ii) otherwise in connection with matters related to
its activities;
(d) to act as a means of liaison between Australia
and other countries in matters related to its
activities;
(e) to provide advice on aspects of nuclear science
and nuclear technology and other matters related
to its activities;
(f) to co-operate with appropriate authorities of the
Commonwealth, the States and the Territories,
and with other organisations and institutions in
Australia or elsewhere, in matters related to its
activities;
(g) to publish scientific and technical reports,
periodicals and papers on matters related to its
activities;
(h) to collect and sell or distribute, as appropriate,
information and advice on matters related to its
activities;
(i) to arrange for the training of scientific and
research workers, and the establishment and
award of scientific research studentships and
fellowships, in matters related to its activities;
(k) to make grants in aid of research into matters
related to its activities; and
(i) to make arrangements with universities and
other educational research institutions,
professional bodies and other persons for the
conduct of research or of other activities in matters
related to its activities.

(2) The Organisation shall not undertake research
or development into the design or production of
nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive
devices.
(3) In undertaking its functions the Organisation
shall have regard to the national science and
energy policy objectives of the Commonwealth
Government.

Subject to this Act, the Organisation has power to
do all things necessary or convenient to be done
for or in connection with the performance of its
functions and, in particular, has power-

(a) to enter into contracts;
(b) to acquire, hold and dispose of real or personal
property;
(c) to occupy, use and control any land or building
owned or held under lease by the Commonwealth
and made available for the purposes of the
Organisation;
(d) to erect buildings and structures and carry out
works;
(e) to form, or participate in the formation of, a
company or partnership;
(f) to appoint agents and attorneys, and to act as
an agent for other persons;
(g) to engage persons to perform services for the
Organisation;
(h) to design, produce, construct and operate
equipment and facilities; and
(j) to do anything incidental to any of its powers.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 1991
GROUP ANSTO

Current Assets
Cash
Receivables
Inventories
Other

Total Current Assets

Non-Current Assets
Investments
Inventories
Property, plant and equipment

Total Non-current Assets

Total Assets

Current Liabilities
Creditors
Leases
Provisions
Other

Total Current Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities
Leases
Provisions

Total Non-Current Liabilities

Total Liabilities

NET ASSETS

EQUITY
Reserves
Capital
Accumulated deficits

TOTAL EQUITY

>te

2
3
4
5

6
4
7

8
9
10
11

9
10

12

1991
$'000

3169
2188
46C7
248

10212

318
20

74412

74750

84962

3079
21

4730
2149

9979

6044

6044

16023

68939

1 526
107273
(39 860)

68939

1990 1991
$'000 $'000

3127
2138
4 558
248

10 071

1 058
20

73 214

74 292

84 363

2 961
21

4 5S1
2 149

9 722

6 044

6 044

15766

68 597

107273
(38 676)

68 597

1990
$'000

5783
1890
5322
417

13412

231
20

59852

60103

73515

2 120
1C3

4429
1 112

7764

31
6407

6438

14202

59313

88362
(29 049)

59313

STATEMENT OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 1991

88362

18911

Balance 1 July 1990
ADD
Parliamentary appropriations for

capital items transferred from
statement of activity

LESS
Capital repayment

Balance 30 June 1991

The accompanying notes form an integral part of this statement.

88362

18911

77315

11 086

107 273

107273

107273

107273

88401

39

88362
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STATEMENT OF ACTIVITY FOR YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 1991
GROUP ANSTO

OPERATING REVENUE
Parliamentary appropriation
Parliamentary appropriation for

Capital items transferred to
statement of capital accumulation

Dividend from investment in Mary
Kathleen Uranium Ltd

Commercial activities
Australian Radioisotope

operations sales
Other

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE

OPERATING EXPENSE
Programs

Research
Occupational health & safety
Engineering services and
operational support
Operation of national facilities -
reactor HI FAR
Corporate
Nuclear safety bureau

Australian Radioisotcpe operations
Enviromet Limited
Pluteus (230) Pty Ltd
Externally funded projects
Remittance of dividend from

investments in Mary Kathleen
Uranium Ltd.

Other

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
BEFORE UNFUNDED CHARGES

Unfunded charges

OPERATING (DEFICIT)
Income tax attributable to operating

profit (loss)

Surplus/(Deficit) on abnormal items

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
AND ABNORMAL ITEMS

Accumulated deficits at beginning of
financial year

ACCUMULATED (DEFICITS) AT
END OF FINANCIAL YEAR

Note

13

1991
$'000

62577

18911

1990
$'000

1991
$'000

62577

18911

1990
$'000

57501

11 086

14

15
18

19
19
19

19
19
19

15
16
17

20

21

22

43666

12124

6435
1834
64059

21 983
2697
9795

7096
17077
677

59325
8078
1 153
233

-

312
69101

(5 042)
4901

(9 943)
1

(9 942)
(178)

(10120)

(29 740)

43 666

11 483

6 435
1 583
63167

21 983
2 697
9 795

7 096
17077
677

59 325
8 078

-

312
67715

(4 548)
4 901

(9 449)

(9 449)
(178)

(9 627)

(29 049)

46415

1 457
7281

5463
3425
64041

14462
2488
8449

6880
16225
627

49131
6616

2223

1 457

135
59562

4479
4505
(26)

(26)
336

310

(29 359)

(39 860) (38 676) (29 049)

The accompanying notes form an integral part of this statement.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF SOURCES AND APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS
FOR YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 1991

Note 1991
$'000 $'000

Sources of Funds
Funds From Operations (i)

Inflows of funds from
operations

Commercial activities 18558
Parliamentary
appropriations 43 666

Other Revenue
Proceeds from sale of
non-current assets 708
Other 1555 64 487

Outflows of funds on
operations 69219

(4 732)
Capital funds from

Government
Parliamentary
appropriations

Equity contributions 18911

14179
Reduction in Assets
Current Assets

Cash 2 660
Inventories 674
Receivables 61
Other 169 3 564

Increase in Liabilities
Current Liabilities

Creditors 1 070
Other 1033

Total Sources of Funds 19846
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Note 1991
S'OOO $'000

Applications of Funds
Increase in Assets
Current Assets

Inventories 3

Non-current Assets
Investments 827
Property, plant and
equipment 18883 19710

Reduction in Liabilities
Current Liabilities

Leases 82
Other Applications of Funds

Employee benefits 20
Non-Current Liabilities

Leases 31

Total Applications of Funds 19 846

NOTES:
(i) Reconciliation of operating result with funds from operations is as follows:
Operating result (10 120)
Add

Unfunded charges 4 901
Other expenses - decrease
in value of nuclear material 93
stock
Foreign Currency Exchange
Loss 219
Decrease in Tracerco
investment 178 5 391

Less (4 729)
Other revenue - net
increase in value of Cobalt
60 sources in process and 3
work in progress

Funds from operations (4 732)

(ii) Acquisition of subsidiaries
During the accounting period two subsidiaries were acquired. Assets and liabilities acquired
have been included in the funds statement in the amounts shown under "Increase in Liabilities"
and "Increase in Assets". Details of the acquisition are given in Note 6.

The accompanying notes form an integral part of this statement.
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE DIRECTORS

In the opinion of the directors of the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation, the accounts of the Organisation and of the Group are drawn up
to show fairly -

the operating result of the Organisation and of the Group for the year
ended 30 June 1991,

the state of affairs of the Organisation and of the Group as at that date,
and

the sources and applications of funds of the Group for the year ended on
that date.

The accompanying accounts of the Organisation and the Group have been
made out in accordance with the Guidelines for Financial Statements of
Commonwealth entities issued by the Minister for Finance, and in accordance
with Statements of Accounting Concepts and applicable accounting standards.

Signed in accordance with a written resolution of the Directors.

$£0-
R E COLLINS

Chairperson

D J COOK

Executive Director

/f
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(a) Basis of Accounting

The accounts are presented

• having regard to the provisions of the Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation Act 1987,

• having regard to the principles of accrual accounting and the historical
cost convention (except as detailed in Note 1 (b)) and the going-concern
basis.

• in accordance with Guidelines for Financial Statements of
Commonwealth Entities approved by the Minister for Finance, applicable
accounting standards and Statements of Accounting Concepts.

The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous
year except that

(i) group accounts have been prepared for the first time to take
account of the acquisition of subsidiary companies.

(ii) dollar values are rounded to the nearest thousand dollars.

(iii) Ansto store stock is brought to account on the basis of average
purchase price.

(iv) the accounting treatment for depreciation of plant and equipment
at the end of the year has been varied. Previously, expected
useful life of plant and equipment was subject to reassessment
and depreciation provisions adjusted accordingly. From 1 July
1990, depreciation has been provided on plant and equipment at
rates appropriate to write off the net cost of or value of the particular
classes of assets over the useful life of each class of asset using
the straight line method.

(v) in previous years, externally funded projects, grants and
collaborative research monies were brought to account
separately. These funds are now included in commercial activities
(Note 14) and in program expenses (Note 19) in the Statement of
Activity. Commercial activities prioryear comparative figures have
been recast to conform with the current year's presentation.

(vi) remuneration of Executives are reported for the first time.
Aggregate remuneration information is disclosed for both
Directors and Executive officers. In respect of remuneration of
Directors only the salary component has been reported in previous
years.

(b) Valuation of inventories

In accordance with past practice inventories of enriched natural and depleted
uranium in existence prior to the commencement of reporting on an accrual
basis are disclosed, in the absence of cost values, on the basis of net
realisable value. Subsequent acquisitions are also included at net realisable
value. Similarly Cobalt 60 sources in process are valued at net realisable
value due to the extended irradiation time required to bring the specific
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activity of the Cobalt 60 sources to a marketable level which in some cases
could take up to five years. All other inventories are valued at cost except
for stores (refer Note 1 (a)(iii)) and reactor fuel and heavy water.

(c) Parliamentary appropriation

Ansto is funded predominantly by Parliamentary appropriation to meet
proposed expenditure in the current financial year. The residual deficiency
in the Statement of Activity is due to the inclusion of unfunded provisions
and other charges.

(d) Superannuation

Ansto contributes to the Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme and the
Public Sector Superannuation Scheme in accordance with Section 159 of
the Superannuation Act 1976 and meets its liability as costs accrue, on the
basis of contribution rates set by the Australian Government actuary and
advised in his report for the period ended 30 June 1989. An amount of $4
732 216 was contributed during 1990-91 (1990 - $3 971 673). This
represents a composite contribution rate of 17.4% of superannuable
salaries, which includes the 3% Superannuation Productivity Benefit
entitlements. These schemes provide benefits in the form of lump sum
payments and pensions.

(e) Minor items of plant and equipment

Items of plant and equipment acquired at a cost less than $1 000 are
expensed in the year of acquisition.

(f) Valuation of Property, Plant and Equipment

Land including the cost of site services capitalised as improvements to land
is disclosed at cost.

Buildings, Electrical facilities and Plant and Equipment are disclosed at cost
and depreciated over the useful life within each asset class.

Plant and equipment under finance lease are capitalised and amortised over
the useful life of the assets.

The reactor HIFAR is disclosed at cost and depreciated on the basis of an
assumed life to the year 2000. The assessed useful life of the reactor is
subject to review and may be extended in the future.

The SYNROC demonstration plant commissioned in May 1988 is disclosed
at cost. A second development stage has seen additional research and
development costs capitalised against the demonstration plant. Due to the
unique nature of this plant and uncertainty regarding its useful life, a
depreciation policy has been deferred until project completion in 1991/92
financial year.

The Cyclotron facility is disclosed at cost. Construction and installation of
the facility is nearing completion with commissioning scheduled for February
1992. An overall depreciation policy will be established at that time.

(g) Employee Benefits

The provision for long service leave has been determined on the basis of
entitlements arising from application of the Long Service Leave
(Commonwealth Employees) Act 1976 and the appropriate salary rate. The
current liability component is determined on the basis of the average demand
pattern over the past five years.
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< he contingent or yet to accrue liability for long service leave is calculated
on the basis of:

(i) the pro-rata yet to accrue entitlement of all staff with less than 10
years recognised service; and

(ii) probability factors provided by the Office of the Australian
Government Actuary.

The provision for recreation leave has been determined on the basis of
employee entitlements accrued.

(h) Patents

The policy of non-capitalisation of expenditure relative to the development
and registration of patents has continued during 1990-91. At 30 June 1991,
150 patents were registered to Ansto. Due to the current rate of technological
change the commercial value of these patents is uncertain and they are not
included in the Statement of Financial Position.

(i) Contingent liabilities

With the exception of the liability for yet to accrue long service leave
entitlements, (Note 10 refers), and the commitment to support Enviromet
Limited (Note 6 (c) refers) Ansto has no contingent liabilities.

(j) Segment reporting

The activities of Ansto being predominantly undertaken in New South Wales
and confined to a single industry make segment reporting unnecessary.

(k) Foreign currency

During the year forward exchange contracts were entered to cover foreign
currency commitments against supply contracts with delivery in 1992. Based
on exchange rate valuation at 30 June 1991 an unrealised net loss is reported
in accordance with the requirements of Australian Accounting Standard 20.

2. CASH

GROUP ANSTO

1991 1990 1991 1990
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Cash at bank and in hand 3 083 - 3 041 3 354

Cash at bank trust moneys 3 -- 3 8

Foreign currency 83 - 83 2 421

3169 ~ 3127 5783
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3. RECEIVABLES
GROUP ANSTO

1991 1990 1991 1990
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Trade debtors 2 050 - 1925 1 036
Less provision for doubtful debts 44 - 37 24

2006 ~ 1888 1 012
Advance to Department of
Industry Technology and
Commerce for overseas 100 -- 100 227
payments
Other 82 -- 150 651

2188 ~ 2138 1 890

4. INVENTORIES
(a) Current assets

Stores (average
purchase price)
(Note1(a)(iii)) 601 -- 601 603

Stores (Enviromet &
Pluteus) lower of
cost and net
realisable value 49

Reactor fuel and
heavy water (at
average purchase
price) 2659 -- 2659 3193

Nuclear materials (at
net realisable 408 -- 408 543
value)

Commercial products
stock

Includes Cobalt-60
sources in process
(at net realisable
value) 890 -- 890 955

Work in progress (at
cost) - -- - 28

4607 ~ 4558 5322

(b) Non-current assets
Nuclear materials (at

cost) 20 -- 20 20

20~ -- 20 20

5. OTHER CURRENT
ASSETS
Prepayments 190 - 190 258
Interest accrued 58 - 58 159

248~ ~ 248~ 417
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6. INVESTMENTS GROUP ANSTO
1991 1990 1991 1990

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
(a) Tracerco Australasia 122 - 122 231
(b) Australian

Supercomputing
Technology 196 -- 196

(c) Enviromet Limited and
Pluteus (230) Pty Ltd - - 740

318" ~ 1058 23?

(a) Tracerco Australasia
In November 1989 Ansto (49%) and !CI Australia (Operations) Pty Ltd
(51%) established a Partnership, Tracerco Australasia, to apply
radioisotope technology to solve problems in industry and the community.
The Partnership financial year ends on 30 September. On the basis of
performance during the year to 30 September 1990, the Ansto
contribution ($230 300) which had been capitalised at cost has been
written down to $52 660. Ansto's contribution ($68 600) during 1990-91
has been capitalised at cost.
(b) Australian Supercomputing Technology
On 15 April 1991 Ansto and Fujitsu Australia Limited (FAL), under a Joint
Venture arrangement established Australian Supercomputing
Technology. Under the terms of the Agreement, Ansto has a 70% share
of this partnership. During the year Ansto contributed $196 000 towards
the establishment and operating cost of the joint venture. The investment
is capitalised at cost.
(c) Enviromet Limited and Pluteus (230) Pty Ltd
On 1 February 1991 the Organisation acquired all of the issued shares
in Fox Anamet Pty Ltd and Pluteus (230) Pty Ltd for a net $740 255. The
investment is disclosed at cost. On 17 May 1991 Fox Anamet Pty Ltd
was renamed Enviromet Limited and converted to a public company. The
operating results of the new subsidiaries have been included in the group
Statement of Activity for the year ending 30 June 1991. The increases
and decreases in assets and liabilities shown in the consolidated
statement of Sources and Application of Funds include assets and
liabilities acquired, details of which are noted below.

$'000
Cash consideration 740

Property, plant and equipment
Cash
Receivables
Inventories
Creditors
Provisions

842
Less employee entitlements refunded by Elders

Mining Pty Ltd. 102

740
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Following a request from the Enviromet Limited Board, Ansto will provide
the company with access to funding during 1991-92 in order to ensure
that the company is able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.
Currently this access to funding is limited to an amount of $415 000.

(d) Australian Centre of Advanced Risk and Reliability Engineering
Limited (ACARRE)
Ansto and the University of Sydney, under a Joint Venture Agreement
established the Australian Centre of Advanced Risk and Reliability
Engineering Limited, for the research, development and application of
risk and reliability engineering techniques forthe benefit of the Australian
community. Ansto has a 50% equity share of the Company. During the
year Ansto contributed $100 000 towards the operating costs and cost
of maintaining a Chair in the Faculty of Risk Engineering at the University.

7. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
GROUP ANSTO

1991 1990 1991 1990
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Land

Buildings

Less accumulated depreciation

Electrical Facilities

Less accumulated depreciation

Plant and Equipment
Less accumulated depreciation

Plant and Equipment under
lease

Less accumulated amortisation

Reactor HI FAR

Less accumulated depreciation

4502

33172

11 182

21990

2077

1415

662

34237

15773

18464

851

802

49

11388
8026

3362

4 502

-- 33 172
-- 11 182

-- 21 990

2 077
1 415

662

32512

-- 15 246

-- 17266

851

802

49

-- 11 388
8 026

3 362

4452

30319

10489

19830

1 981
1 111

870

29223

13900

15323

2986

2745

241

11 196
7037

4159

Cyclotron facility 14847 -- 14847 6090

SYNROC demonstration plant 10536 -- 10536 8887

TOTAL 74412 ~ 73214 59852

Land: The cost of site services capitalised as land during 1990-91 was $49 905
(1990-$4424).
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Buildings: Current year additions $2 853 527 (1990 - $3 886 873} have been
charged with a full year depreciation.

Electrical facilities: Cost capitalised during 1990-91 was $96 277 (1990 - $227
517).

Plant and equipment: During 1990-91 the value of additions was $6 988 203
(1990 - $6 007 365) and the value of disposals was $1 974 251 (1990 - $1 172
338).

Plant and equipment under finance lease: No new finance leases were
commenced during 1990-91. A profit ($32 025) was realised on disposal of
computing equipment with a book value of $2 134 896.

Reactor HIFAR: Capitalised cost during 1990-91 was $191 865 (1990 - $497
171).

Cyclotron facility: Capitalised cost during 1990-91 was $8 756 878 (1990 - $3
499 528). Commissioning of the facility is scheduled for February 1992.

SYNROC demonstration plant project: The SYNROC demonstration pilot plant
was completed in 1988. Phase two specific funding was subsequently obtained
to provide operating experience for the design of a conceptual radioactive
SYNROC plant. Phase 2 activity will be completed during the 1991/92 financial
year. Phase 2 expenditure during 1990-91 $1 648 739 (1990 - $1 578 647) has
been capitalised. A decision on depreciation of the project cost has been deferred
until project completion.

8. CREDITORS
GROUP ANSTO

1991 1990 1991 1990
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Current
Trade creditors 750 ~ 708 1 029
Other creditors 76
Externally funded projects 2 253 -- 2 253 1 091

3079 ~ 2961 2120

9. LEASES
Current

Lease liability 21_ ~_ 21 103

Non-current
Lease liability -- - - 31

10. PROVISIONS
Current
Recreation leave 3717 -- 3578 3394
Long service leave 1013 -- 1013 1035

4730 - ~4591 4429

Non-current
Long service leave 6044 -- 6044 6407
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A contingent or yet to accrue liability for long service leave of $990 358 (1990 -
$847 205) exists at 30 June 1991.

11. OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accruals
Moneys held in trust

ANSTO
2146 1104

3_ 8
1 1122149

12. RESERVES
Share premium reserves from Enviromet Limited and Pluteus (230) Pty Ltd

13. PARLIAMENTARY APPROPRIATIONS
Appropriation

Act No.1 Running Expenses

Act No.3 Running Expenses

Transfer to Capital Works
and Services

Act No.2 Capital Works and
Services

Act No.5 Capital Works and
Services

44 026 45 771
644

(360)

43666 46415

16361 11086

2 550

62577 57501

14. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES

Services
Neutron doping

CSIRO Site Support

Grants
Training courses

Land Management

Other (includes Enviromet
Limited revenue)

GROUP
1991
$'000

5259
1 164
1 122
1 204

551

591

2233

1990
$'000

~

-

—

-

-

~

—

12124

ANSTO
1991
$'000

5259
1 164
1 122

1 204
551
591

1592

11483

1990
$'000

4554

863

557

1 307

7281
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15. AUSTRALIAN RADIOISOTOPES

Australian Radioisotopes (ARI) is the single totally commercial unit within Ansto.
In recognition of this and to properly assess commercial performance ARI accounts
are maintained separate to Ansto accounts. ARI operations are consolidated with
Ansto activities in these accounts as an overall financial report. Brief details of
ARI performance follows:

ANSTO
1991 1990

$'000 $'000
Commercial activities

Radiopharmaceutical and radioisotope
sales 6 435 5 463
Other Income 61 134
Interest received 120 151

6616 5748
Ansto operational subsidy 1658 823

8 274 6 576
L@ss
Salaries 3 214 3 002
Other operating expenses 4 864 3614
Provisions and other unfunded 196 (40)
charges

NIL NIL

16. ENVIROMET LIMITED OPERATIONS FOR THE PERIOD 1 FEBRUARY
TO 30 JUNE 1991

GROUP
1991 1990
$'000 $'000

Commercial Activities 641
LESS

Operating Expenses
Salaries 365
Other 788
Income tax benefit (23)

LOSS (489) ~

17. PLUTEUS (230) PTY LIMITED OPERATIONS FOR THE PERIOD 1
FEBRUARY TO 30 JUNE 1991

Commercial activities 251
LESS

Operating expenses - salaries 233

Income tax 22

LOSS (4)~ -
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18. OTHER REVENUE
GROUP ANSTO

Proceeds from sale of
non-current assets 708 - 708 728

Written down value of
non-current assets 433 - 433 511

Net profit on sale of
non-current assets 275 - 275 217

Interest received 615 -- 615 1386

Welfare operations - - 2

Foreign currency
exchange profit - - - 2 1 9

Contributions towards the
cost of:

- property, plant &
equipment
acquisitions 690 -- 690 394

- CSIRO site support - - - 1000

Net increase in value of
Cobalt 60 sources in
process and work in
progress at 30 June 3 -- 3 207

Subsidiary management
fees 251

1 834 - 1 583 3 425
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19. PROGRAM EXPENSES

Research

Occupational

health and

safety

Engineering

services and

operational

support

Operation of

national

facilities -

Reactor HIFAR

Corporate

Nuclear Safety

Bureau

TOTAL

TOTAL

Year

1991

1990

1991

1990

1991

1990

1991

1990

1991

1990

1991

1990

1991

1990

Salaries
$'000

16380

12195

2231

2188

4733

4232

5427

5069

7701

7330

604

551

37076

31 565

General
& Other

Expenses
$'000

1755

642

141

63

(116)

316

183

164

5997

6028

61

64

8021

7277

Stores
$'000

1706

1092

217

162

997

451

496

700

550

580

10

8

3976

2993

Mntnce &
external
contracts

$'000

2109

533

108

75

2146

1 945

313

318

2848

2287

2

4

7526

5162

(a) Power &
Water

(b) Reactor
Supplies

$'000

(a) 5

(b)28

(a) 2 035

(a) 1 505

(b)677

(b) 629

(a) (25)

(b) 6

(a) 2 01 5

(b) 711

(a) 1 505

(b) 629

Total
$'000

21983

14462

2697

2488

9795

8449

7096

6880

17077

16225

677

627

59325

49131

20. OTHER EXPENSES

Decrease in value of
nuclear materials stock
Foreign currency exchange
loss (Note 1k)

ANSTO
1991 1990

$'000 $'000

93

219

312

135

135
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21. UNFUNDED CHARGES ANSTO
1991 1990
$'000 $'000

Unfunded charges
Depreciation

Buildings 694 643
Plant and equipment 2 948 2 333
Reactor HIFAR 989 970
Electrical facilities 304 298

4935 4244

Lease amortisation
Plant and equipment 148 577

Transfers to (from) provisions
Recreation leave 184 325
Long service leave (385) 16
Superannuation benefit - (663)

(201) (322)

Provision for doubtful debts 19 6

TOTAL 4901 4505

22. ABNORMAL ITEMS
Stores - (602)
Disposal of land and buildings - 266
Writedown of Tracerco Australasia Investment
(Refer Note 6(a)) 178

178 (336)

23. REMUNERATION OF GROUP ANSTO
DIRECTORS

1991 1990 1991 1990
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Directors remuneration is
determined by the Remuneration
Tribunal and payment is made in
accordance with Section 12 of the
Ansto Act 1987.
Remuneration
received or due and
receivable from the
organisation - Full time 143 -- 143 93

-Parttime 84_ -_ 84_ 70

227 -- 227 163
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The number of directors included in
these figures are shown below in their
relevant remuneration bands:

Remuneration between
$ Nil and $ 9 999
$10 000 and $19 999
$20 000 and $29 999
$80 000 and $89 999

$140 000 and $149 999

Number
1
4
1

Number
1 2
4 3

1 1

1

1

24. REMUNERATION OF EXECUTIVES
GROUP

1991 1990
$'000 $'000

Executive Officers
remuneration is determined
by the Ansto Award.
Total Remuneration received,
or due and receivable, by
executives, (excluding the
Executive Director who is
included in Note 23) who earn
$100 000 or more in
connection with the
management of Ansto and the
Group. 1055

ANSTO
1991 1990

$'000 $'000

1055 104

Number Number Number Number
The number of executives
whose remuneration forthe
financial year falls within the
following bands -
$100 000 and $109 999
$110000 and $119 999
$120 000 and $129 999

0
6
3

0
6
3

25. AUDIT FEES

The fee paid to the Australian National Audit Office by Ansto for audit services in
1990-91 was $ 512 000 (1990 - $104 000). Fees paid by Enviromet Limited and
Pluteus (230) Ply Ltd to Price Waterhouse were $8 100.
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26. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE COMMITMENTS
Outstanding expenditure commitments on capital works and services at 30 June
1991 totalled $10 746 444 (1990 - $17 965 264). This includes a commitment of
$4 600 000 for a Supercomputer. All commitments are due for payment in the
1991-92 financial year.

27. FINANCE LEASE LIABILITY
(a) The finance lease liability is allocated between current and non-current

elements under Note 9.
GROUP ANSTO

1991 1990 1991 1990
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

(b) Lease commitments
- not later than one year 21 - 21 110

- later than one year and not later
than two years - -- — 31

Minimum lease payments 21 - 21 141
Deduct: future finance charges — - — 7

Lease Liability 21 ~_ 21 134

28. DIRECTORS INTERESTS IN CONTRACTS
Since 1 July 1990, no Director of the Group has received or become
entitled to receive a benefit, other than a benefit included in the aggregate
amount of remuneration received or due and receivable shown in the
Accounts, by reason of a contract made by the Group with the Director
or with a firm of which tho Director is a member or with a ccmpany in
which the Director has a substantial financial interest.

29. RELATED PARTY INFORMATION
a) The directors of Ansto during the financial year were -

Richard E Collins reappointed 27ApriM990
David J Cook appointed 2 May 1988
Russell J Fynmore reappointod 27 April 1990
Henri M Meyer reappointed 27 April 1990
Alan Godfrey resigned 31 August 1990
John G Morris reappointed 27 April 1990
David K Money appointed 27 April 1990

b) Loans and advances amounting to $151 762 have been provided by
Ansto to Enviromet Limited. The loans and advances are provided
interest free and are repayable on demand to the holding company.
All transactions with related parties are made on normal commercial
terms and conditions except where stated.
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AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE

7th Floor Shall House

140 PMiip Street

Sydnny *lew South Wains 20C1

aut rel.

AUSTRALIAN NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ORGANISATION
AUDIT REPORT OH FINANCIAL STATE1«ENTS

01

I have audited the financial statements of the Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation and of the
group for the year ended 30 June 1991 in accordance with
the Australian National Audit Office Auditing Standards,
which incorporate the Australian Auditing Standards. The
statements comprise:

. Statement of Financial Position;

Statement of Activity;

. Consolidated Statement of Sources and
Applications of Funds;

Statement of Capital Accumulation;

. Statement on behalf of the Directors; and

Notes to and forming part of the financial
statements.

In accordance with sub-section 63M(2) of the Audit Act
190i, I now report that the statements are in agreement
with the accounts and records of the Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation and of the group, and
in my opinion:

(i) the statements are based on proper accounts and
records;

(ii) the statements show fairly the financial
transactions for the year ended 30 June 1391 and the
state of affairs of the Organisation and of the
group at that date;

(iii) the receipt, expenditure and investment of monoys,
and the acquisition and disposal of assets, by the
Organisation during the year have been in accordance
with the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation Act 1987) and

(iv) the statements are in accordance with the Guldollnes
for financial Statements of Commonwealth Entitles
whicli require compliance with Statements of
Accounting Concepts and applicable Accounting
Standards,

I did not act as auditor of Enviromet Limited and Pluteus
(230) Pty Limited which are subsidiary companies of the
Organisation and are referred to in Nota 6 to the
statements. However, I have examined the auditor's reports
on the financial statements of these subsidiary companies
for the year ended 30 June 1991, The reports did not
include any qualifications.

Jim lordanidis
Acting Executive Director
Australian National Audit Office

19NQV199I
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